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Introductory*

The following report on the clay and shale deposits of New
Brunswick was begun in the autumn of 1909. The laboratory

work on the material collected was done during the following

winter. The results were published in 1911 as Memoir 16, under

the title "The Clay and Shale deposits of Nova Scotia and Por-

tions of New Brunswick," by Heinrich Ries and Joseph Keele.

The work in New Brunswick was resumed during the latter por-

tion of the season of 1911, and again in the summer of 1912, in

connection with work of a similar kind in the Province ofQuebec.

The work of 1909 is republished in this report, but the results

of the work done in 1911 and 1912 are published Iiere in detail for

the first time. The greater part of the laboratory work, and all

the field examinations, with the exception of two or three local-

ities examined by Professor Ries, were done by the wrifr.

The object of the work was the investigation of the clay or shale

deposits of sufficient extent to be of economic value, and which

would be useful to the manufacturer of burned clay wares, for

structural or other purposes.

Oil-bearing shales are not included in this report, as it is

impossible to mould such material into shape, and afterwards

burn it so that it will retain its shape intact.

If the extraction of oil from shale is ever undertaken in this

Province, there will resulc large quantities of "spent" shale.

The question as to whether this material, which is a waste product

as far as the oil industry is concerned, can be used for the manu-

facture of brick or tile, is one for future experiment. The oil

bearing shales of this Province have been examined and very

fully reported on.'

The work on clays and shales involves:

—

(1) The description of their mode of occurrence, and of the

areas underlain by them. (2) The sampling of the deposits in the

field. (3) The laboratory work to determine their industrial value.

The field work, or prospecting, was guided to a large extent by the

geological maps already published by the Geological Survey.

1 eu, R. W.. Bitumlnoui or oU-abala of New Bninawick and Nova Scotia, Canada,
Departmtnt of Mine*. 1910.

li
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Some of the rock formations are usually barren of materials used
by clayworkers, while others.like the coal measures in the Carbon-
iferous, often abound in them, and consequently more time was
devoted to the latter formation, than to any otiier.

As it is difficult to tell much about the qualities of a clay from
Its appearance in the field, samples for laboratory tests were
taken from a number of localities. These samples were generally
of about 40 pounds weight, token,after scraping off tiie weathered
surface and slide material, by trenching the bed from top to bot-
tom and throwing out only Uiose impurities or layers that it would
be practicable to remove in working.

The laboratory work includes those physical tests which give
the clay worker the most information regarding the quality of
the clay. These include tensile, working, shrinkage, burning, and
porosity tests.

Chemical analyses are generally regarded by ceramists as use-
less for foretelling tiie working and burning properties of a clay,
none were made for this report.

ij
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CLAY AND SHALE DEPOSITS OF

NEW BRUNSWICK.

CHAPTER I.

TIIE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF CLAY.

J
.5

In the following pages there is given a brief discussion of

the origin and nature of clays (including shales). This is not

intended to be exhaustive and is simply added to serve as a guide

for those persons having no technical knowledge of the subject

but who may have occasion to use this report.

In all cases where it is necessary to render statements clear

by citing examples or illustrations of facts, these are taken as far

as possible from the Maritime Provinces.

ORIGIN OF CLAY.

.5

DEFINITION.

Clay is the term applied to those earthy materials occurring

in nature, the most prominent property of which is that of

plasticity when wet. On this account they can be moulded into

almost any desired shape, which is retained when dry. Further-

more, if heated to redness, or higher, the material becomes hard

and rock like. Physically, clay is made up r' a number of small

particles, mostly of mineral character, ranging from grains of

coarse sand to those which are of microscopic size, or under

T^^a °^ ^ millimetre in diameter. Mineralogically, it consists of

many miueral fragments of varying degrees of freshness, and

representing chemically many different compounds, such as

oxides, carbonates, silicates, hydroxides, etc. Most of these

mineral grains are not visible to the naked eye. Some of the

constituents are of colloidal character.

d



WEATHERING PROCESSES INVOLVED.

Clays are always of secondary origin, and result primarily
from the decomposition of rocks, very frequently from rocks
containing feldspar; but in some cases rocks containing compar-
atively littie or no feldspar, such as gabbro or serpentine, may.on weathering, pi-oduce some of the most plastic clays known

In order to trace the changes occurring in the formation of
clay we nuy take the case of a rock like granite.

When such a mass of rock is exposed to the weather, minute
cracks are formed in it. due to the rock expanding when heatedby the sun and contracting when cooled at night, or they maybe joint-planes formed by the contraction of the rock as it is
cooled from a molten condition. Into these cracks the rain
water percolates, and when it freezes in cold weather it expands.
thereby exerting a prying action, which further opens the figures
or may even wedge off fragn^ents of the rock. Plant roots force
their way into these cracks, and. as they expand, supplement the
action of the frost, thus further aiding in the breaking up of the
mass. This process alone, if kept up. may reduce the rock to amass of small angular fragments, or even a mass of sand.
The rock having been opened up by disintegrative forces,

the silicates are next attacked by the surface waters, although

toXng^^*^
°" '""^^^ °^ ^^^ '^"* "^y *''^^y ^'^^^ '^""

The most prominent chemical change is the alteration of the
feldspar grains to a white, powdery substance, known as kaoiinitea hydrous silicate of alumina. The alteration of the feldspar iitermed kaolimzation. Other silicates, such as hornblende, ^ob-
ably undergo similar changes.

As a result of these changes the entire rock may slowly buturely break down to a clayey mass.

RESIDUAL CLAY.

Where the day is thus found overlying the rock from which
It was formed, it is termed a residual clay, because it represenfii
the residue of rock decay, and its grains are more or less insoluble

3'i



If a granite which is composed chiefly of feldspar decays

under weathering action, the rock will be converted into a clayey

mass, with quartz and mica scattered through it. Remembering

that the weathering began at the surface and has been going on

there for a longer period than in deeper portions of the rock, we
should expect to find, on digging downward from the surface: (A)

a layer of fully formed clay (B) below this a poorly defined zone

containing clay and some partially decomposed rock fragments,

(C) a third zone, with some clay and many rock fragments,

grading downward into the solid bed-rock. In other words,

there is usually a gradual transition from the fully formed clay

at the surface into the parent rock beneath. The only exception

to this is found in clays derived from limestone, where the

passage from clay to rock is sudden. The reason for this is that

the change from limestone into clay does not take place in the

same manner as granite. Limestone consists of carbonate of

lime, or carbonate of lime and magnesia, with a variable quantity

of clayey impurities, so that when the weathering agents att- .k

the rock, the carbonates are dissolved by the surface waters,

and the insoluble clay impurities are left behind as a mantle

on the undissolved rock, the change from rock to clay being,

therefore, a sudden one, and not due to a gradual breaking down

of the minerals in the rock, as in the case of granite.

Kaolin.—A residual clay derived from a rock composed

entirely of feldspar, or one containing little or no iron oxide, is

usually white, and, therefore, termed a kaolin. Deposits of this

type may contain a high percentage of the mineral kaolinite,'

this being assumed, because, after washing the sand out of such

materials, the silica, alumina, and water in the remaining por-

tion are in much the same ratios as in kaolinite, although, as

previously mentioned, other aluminous silicates may at times

be present.

A clay made up entirely of kaolinite is sometimes termed a

pure clay, but since the term clay refers to a physical condition,

and not a definite chemical composition, it would perhaps be

more correct to term kaolin the simplest form of clay.

> Tbe tenni KaoUnUt, refefilng to Uie mlnenl, (ad KaMu, referriiK to th* d«r-B>H.
u* often cudoily confuaed, even by KiCDtlflc writen, ilttaough ttaoc aceoif to be Uttit a-
ciut for w doini.



Form of Residual Deposits.—The form of a residual clay

depoait, which ii alio variable, depends on the shape of the

parent rock. Where the residual clay has been derived from a

great mass of granite or other clay-yielding rock, the deposit

may form a mantle covering a considerable area. On the other

hand, some rocks, such as pegmatites (feldspar and quartz),

occur in veins, that is, in masses having but small width as

-ompared with their length, and in this case the outcrop of

residual clay along the surface will form a narrow belt.

Clay derived from a rock containing much iron oxide will be

yellow, red, or brown, depending on the iron compounds present.

Between the white clays and the brilliantly coloured ones others

are found representing all intermediate stages, so that residual

clays vary widely in their colour.

The depth of a deposit of residual clay will depend on climatic

conditions, character of the parent rock, topography, and location.

Rock decay proceeds very slowly, and in the case of most rocks

the rate of decay is not to be measured in months or years, but

rather in centuries. Only a few rocks, such as some shales or

other soft rocks, change to clay in an easily measurable time.

With other things equal, rock decay proceeds more rapidly in

a moist climate, and consequently it is in such regions that the

greatest thickness of residual material is to be looked for. The

thickness might also be affected by the character of the parent

rock, whether composed of easily weathering minerals or not.

Whc. the slope is gentle, or the surface flat, much of the residual

clay will remain after being formed, but on steep slopes it will

Aion wash away.

In some cas)» the residual materials are washed but a short

distance, and accumulate on a flat or very gentle slope at the foot

of the steepe/ one, forming a deposit not greatly different from

the original ones, although they are not, strictly speaking,

residual clays.*

Oeposits of residual day are exceedingly rare in all parts jf

the Dominion of Canada, for the reason that nearly all of

those formed have been swept away by glacial action. The only

ones referred to in this report are the weathered felsites at Camp-

bcUton and Louison river.

M ut tenned CaUwW ctasn by G. P. Ucnfll.



TRANSPORTED CLAYS OR SEDIMENTARY CLAYS.

Origin.—As mentioned above, residual clays rarely remain on
steep slopes, but are washed away by rainstorms into streams,

and carried off by these to lower and sometimes distant areas.

By this means residual clays, possibly of different character,

may be washed down into the same stream and become mixed

together. This process of wash and tr -wrtation can be seen

in any abandoned c'ly bank, where tne clay of the slopes is

washed down and spread out over the bottom of the pit.

As long as the stream maintains its velocity it will carry the

clay in suspension, but if its velocity be checked, so that the

water becomes quiet and free from currents, the particles begin

to settle on the bottom, forming a clay layer of variable extent

and thickness. This may be added to from time to time, and
to such a deposit the name of sedimentary clay is applied. All

sedimentary clays are stratified or made up of layers, this being

due to t*^ .- fact that one layer of sedii..2nt is laid dt wn on top of

another. These layers may also vary in thickness, and since

there is lew coheiion between unlike particles, the two layers

will tend to separate along their line of contact.

As the finer material can only be deposited in quiet water, and
coarse material in disturbed waters, so from the character of the

deposit we can read much regarding the conditions under which it

was foi.ned. If, therefore, in the same bank, alternating layers

of sand, clay, and gravel are found, it indicates a change from
disturbed to quiet water, and still later rapid currents over the

spot in which these materials were deposited. The commonest
evidence of current deposition is seen in the cross-bedded struc-

ture of some sand beds where the layers dip in many different

directions, due to shifting currents which have deposited the

sand in inclined layers.

Sedimentary clays can be distinguished from residual clays

chiefly by their stratification, and also by the fact that they
commonly bear no direct relation to the underlying rock on
which they may rest.

Structural Irregularities in Sedimentary Clays.—All sedimentary

days resemble each other in being stratified, but aside from this,

they may show marked irr^ularities in structure.



Thus, any one bed, if followed from point to point, may show
variations in thickneM, pinching, or narrowing in one place and
thickening or iwelling in others.

Occasiunatly a bed of clay may be extensively worn away or
proded by currenu subsequent to its deposition, leaving iu upper
Murface very uneven, and on this an entirely different kind of
material may be deposited, covering the cariier bed, and filling

the depressions in its surface.

The general character of sedimentary clays is more or lesa

influenced by the locality and conditions of deposition, which
CI ablcs us, tlierefore, to divide them into the following classes.—

Marine Clays.—Thit class includes those sedimentary clayt
deposited on the ocean bottom, where the water is quiet. They
have, therefore, been laid down at some distance from the shore,
since nearer the land, where the water is shallower and disturbed,
only coarser materials can be deposited. Beds of clay of this

tyiw may be of vast extent and great thickness, but will naturally
show some variation, horizonUlly at least, because the different
rivers flowing into the sea usually bring down different classe*
of material. Since most marine clays have become deeply buried
under other sedimentary rocks subsequent to their deposition,
they are often changed to shale: these shale beds, moreover,
are sometimes interstratified with sandstones. The shale is now
found exposed, because the ocean bottom has been uplifted, and
the overlying rocks worn away.

Some of the shale beds in tlie areas underiain by Mkldle
Carboniferous rocks, in New Brunswick, are of this type.

Estuarine Clays.—These form a second type of some importance
in certain areas. They represent bodies of clay laid down in
shallow arms of the sea, and are consequently found in areas
that are comparatively long and narrow, with the deposits show-
ing a tendency towards basin shapes. If strong currents enter
the estuary from its upper end, the settling of the clay mud
may be prevented, except in areas of quiet water in recesses
of the b 'V shore. Or, if the estuary is supplied by one stream
at its head, and this of lew velocity, the finer clays will be found
at a point more distant from the mouth of thr river. In such
cases, we should anticipate an increase 'n c'^'^.rseness of the clay
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beds, or wrica of beds, m they are followed from what was form-

erly the old shore line up to the mouth of the fomier river that

brought down the sediment.

Eatuarip* clays often show sandy laminations, and are not

infrequcn>.iy associated with shore marshes, due to the gradual

filling up of the estuary, and the growth of plants on the mud
flats thus formed.

The surface clays at St. John, Frcdericton, Bathurst, Camp-
bellton, and St. Stephen, are of the estuarine type.

Swamp and Lake Clays.—Swamp and lake clays constitute a

third class uf deposits, which have been formed in basin-shap«.>d

depressions occupied by lakes or swamps. They represent a

common type, of variable extent and thickness, but all agree in

being more or less basin-shaped. They not infrequently show

alternating beds of clay and sand, the latter in such thin laminx

as to be readily overlooked, but causing the clay layers tu split

apart easily. Many of the lake clays are directly or indirectly

of glacial origin, having been laid down in basms or hollows

along the margin of the continental ice sheet, or else in valleys

that have been dammed up by the accumulation of a mass of

drift across them. This wall of drift serves to obstruct the

drainage in the valley, thus giving rise to a lake, in which the

clay has been deposited. Clay beds of this type are extremely

abundant in all glaciated regions. They are usually surface

deposits, of varying thickness, often highly plastic, and more or

less impute. Their chief use is for common brick and earthrn-

ware, and they are rarely of refractory character.

Flood-Plain and Terrace Clays.—Many rivers, especially i^

broad valleys, are bordered by a terrace or plain, thert being

sometimes two or more, extending like a series of shelves, or

steps, up the valley side. The lowest of these is often covered

by the r'ver during periods of high water, and is consequently

termed the flood-plain. In such times much clayey sediment

is added to the surface of this flood terrace, and thus a flood-plain

clay deposit may he built up.

Owing to the fact that there is usually some current setting along

over the plain when it is overflowed, the finest sediments cannot

settle down, except in protected spots, and consequently most

terrace days are rather sandy, with here and there pockets of



fine, plastic clay. They also frequently contain more or less
organic matter. Along its inner edge the terrace may be covered
by a mixture of clay, sand, and stones, washed down from neigh-
bouring slopes.

Drift or Boulder Clays.—\n thi t portion of Canada formerly
covered by the continental ice sheet, there are occasional deposits
of clay formed directly by the glacier. These are usually tough,
dense, gritty clays, often containing many stones. The material
deposited by the ice (till) is usually too stony and sandy to serve
for brickmaking, although often known as boulder clay. Locally,
however, although the ice-transported material has been largely
ground to a fine rock flour, the boulder clay is plastic enough,
and not too full of stones for use. Such deposits are mostly of
limited extent, impure, and of little value.

In addition to this type of clay, formed directly by the ice,
there were clays deposited in lakes or along flood-plains by the
streams issuing from the glacier. These were composed of material
derived from the ice, but since they were deposited by water they
were stratified, and may property be classed as lacustrine,
estuarine, or flood-plain clays of glacial age. Boulder clays!
although abundantly distributed, are often too stony to be
of much value for the manufacture of clay products.

SECONDARY CHANGES IN CLAY DEPOSITS

Changes often take place in clays subsequent to their deposi-
tion. These may be local or widespread, and in many cases
either greatly improve the deposit or render it worthless. The
marked effect of some of these changes is often well seen in clay
beds of which only a portion has been altered. These secondary
changes are of two kinds, viz., mechanical and chemical.

MECHANICAL CHANGES

Formation of Shale.—Clay deposits laid down on the ocean
floor often become covered by many hundreds of feet of other
sediments, whose weight alone is often sufficient to cause a
consolidation and hardening of the clay mass. Deposition of
mineral matter around the grains may cement them together
and aid in the hardening process. Such a consolidated clay is



termed a shale. When ground and mixed with water, it may
develop high plasticity. Shale deposits have thus received their

properties by deep burial, but are now often exposed at the

surface because the overlying strata have been worn away.

Shale beds were originally formed in a more or less horizontal

position, but since then have often become more or less tilted by
uneven movements of the earth's crust. As evidence of this the

shale bearing formations, on the north shore of Chignecto bay
and Cumberland basin, are steeply tilted, while those in the

Grand Lake coal area have not been disturbed by crustal move-

ments so that they still retain their horizontal attitude.

CHEMICAL CHANGES

Nearly all clay deposits are frequently changed superficially,

at least, by the weather, or by surface waters. The changes are

chiefly chemical, and can be grouped under the following heads:

(1) change of colour; (2) leaching; (3) softening; (4) consolidation.

Change of Colour.—Many clay deposits which are yellow, red,

or brown, near the surface, are grey or greyish-black below.

This is due primarily to the iron in the clay being oxidized, that

is, changed from ferrous to ferric oxide (See under iron oxide).

This change in colour will extend to a variable depth below the

surface, depending on the distance to which the weathering

agents have penetrated the clay.

Leaching.—Clays usually contain at least some soluble mater-

ials, the commonest of which is lime carbonate. Surface waters

seeping into the clay may take this lime carbonate into solution,

and thus the upper layers or portion of the deposit may be freed

from it. The lime carbonate so removed may be carried off by
the infiltrating waters, or deposited in the lower layers. In a

deposit of calcareous clay, therefore, the upper layers may be

red burning, while the lower beds are buff-burning. This change

is more common in moist than in arid climates, and, at any rate,

is characteristic only of highly calcareous clays. The idea held

by some that lime, or even other impurities, will decrease with

the distance from the surface, is erroneous.

Some clays contain considerable gypsum, often in a finely

divided condition. Such clays sometimes show coarse crystalline

masses of gypsum on the outcrop, due to the fact that water
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entering the deposit has dissolved the gypsum, and brought it to
the surface in solution, where, on the evaporation of the water, it
has crystallized out in large crj'stals. This process takes place
chiefly in arid regions.

Softening.—Many shales become softened on exposure to the
weather. This is largely a simple process of disintegration, and
usually involves little change in composition, except in the case of
calcareous shales, which may show but little lime at the surface.
Outcrops of Carboniferous shales, softened by prolonged exposure
to weathering, are common in New Brunswick. The shaly struc-
ture often becomes obliterated from this process. Softened shales
may be mistaken for surface clays at their outcrops.

Consolidation.—Clays, especially those of a sandy and porous
character, sometimes become hardened along certain layers, or
along joint planes, due to the deposition of iron oxide. This may
result in the formation of a number of crusts, or hard layers in the
deposit, which have to be crushed or thrown out if the clay is to be
used. In some localities these are so numerous as to render an
otherwise good clay worthless.

SUBSTANCESPRESENTIN CLA YAND THEIR EFFECT.

SILICA

This is present in clay in two different forms, namely, uncom-
bined as silica or quartz, and in silicates, of which there are
several. Of these, one of the most important is the mineral
kaolinite, which probably occurs in all clays, and is termed the
clay base, or clay substance. The other silicates include feldspar,
mica, glauconite, hornblende, garnet, etc. These two mod*^ of
occurrence of silica, however, are not always distinguishtu in
the ultimate analysis of a clay, but when this is done they are
commonly designated as "free" and "combined" silica, the
former referring to all silica except that contained in the kaolinite,
which is indicated by the latter term. This is an unfortunate
custom, for the silica in silicates is, property speaking, combined
silica, just as much as that contained in kaolinite. A better
practice is to use the term sand, to include quartz and alicate

V
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minerals other than kaolinite, which are supposedly not decom-

posable by sulphuric acid. In most analyses, however, the

silica from both groups of minerals is expressed collectively as

total silica.

The percentage of both quartz and total silica found in clays

varies between wide limits.

The free silica or quartz is one of the commonest constituents

of clay, and ranges in size from particles sufficiently large to be

visible to the eye down to the smallest grains of silt.

SAND

This (quartz and silicates) is an important anti-shrinkage

agent vhich greatly diminishes the air shrinkage, plast'city,

and tt.isile strength of clay, its effect in this respect increasing

with the coarseness of the material; clays containing a high

percentage of very finely divided sand (silt) may a" orb con-

siderable water in mixing, but show a low air shrinkage. The

brickmaker recognizes the value of the effects mentioned above,

and adds sand or loam to his clay, and the potter brings about

similar results in his mixture by the use of ground flint. If too

much sand is added to the brick mixture it makes the product

too porous, and soft.

It is thought by some that because of the refractoriness of

quartz its addition to any clay will raise its fusion point, but

Uiis is true only of those clays containing a high percentage of

common fluxes and silica, and which are burned at low temp*r-

atures. Its effect on highly aluminous low flux clays tetiuces

their refractoriness.

In considering the effects of sand in the burning of clays,

it must first be stated that the quartz and silicates fuse at differ-

ent temperatures. A very sandy clay will, therefore, have a

low fire shrinkage, as long as none of the sand-grains fuse, but

when fusion begins a shrinkage of the mass occurs. We should,

therefore, expect a low fire shrinkage to continue to a higher

temperature in a clay whose sand grains are refractory.



IRON OXIDE: SOURCES OF IRON OXIDE IN CLAYS.

Iron oxidiB is one of the commonest ingredients of clay, and a
number of different mineral species may serve as sources of it.

the most important of which are grouped below:

—

Hydrous oxide, limonite; oxides, hematite, magnetite; silicates,

biotite, glauconite (greensand), hornblende, garnet, etc.; sul-
phides, pyrite; carbonates, siderite; sulphate, melanterite.

In some, such as the oxides, the iron is combined only with
oxygen, and is better prepared to enter into chemical combination
with other elements in the clay when fusion begins. In the case
of the sulphides and carbonate, on the contrary, the volatile
elements, namely, the sulphuric-acid gas of the pyrite, and the
carbonic-acid gas of the siderite, have to be driven oflf before the
iron contained in them is ready to enter into similar union. In
the silicates the iron is chemically combined v'th silica and
several bases, forming mbctures of rather complex composition,
and all of them of low fusibility, particularly the glauconite.
Several of these silicatci are easily d. omposed by the action
of the weather, and the iron oxid*- ...ch they contain combines
with water to form limonite. ...is is usually in a finely divided
condition, so that its colouring action is quite effective.

Effects of Iron Compouvds.—Iron is the great colouring agent
of both burned and unburned clays. It may also serve as a flux,

and even affect the absorption and shrinkage of the material.
Colouring Action of Iron Oxide in Unburned Clay.—Many clays

show a yellow or brown coloration due to the presence of limonite,
and a red coloration due to hematite.

Colouring Action of Iron Oxide on Burned Clay.—hW of the
iron ores will, in burning, change to the red or ferric oxide, pro-
vided a sufficient supply of oxygen is able to enter the pores of
the clay before it is vitrified; if vitrification occurs, the iron oxide
enters into the formation of silicates of complex composition.
The colour and depth of shade produced by the iron will, however,
depend on: (1) the amount of iron in the clay; (2) the temper-
ature of burning; (3) condition of the iron oxide; and (4) the
condition of the kiln atmosphere.
Clay free from iron oxide burns white. If a small quantity,

say 1 per cent, is present, a slightly yellowish tinge may be
imparted to the burned material, but an increase in the iron

^



content to 2 or 3 per cent often produces a buff product; while 4

or 5 per cent of iron oxide in many cases makes the clay bum red.

There seem, however, to be not a few exceptions to the above

statements. Thus, we find that the white-burning clays carry

from a few hundredths per cent to over 1 per cent of iron oxide,

the more ferruginous containing more iron than the purer grades

of buff-burning clays. Again, among the buff-burning clays we
find some with an iron oxide content of 4 or 5 per cent, an amount
equal to that contained in some red-burning ones.

The facts would, therefore, seem to indicate that the colour

of the burned clay is not influenced solely by the quantity of

iron present.

The brilliancy of the colour appears to be influenced by the

texture, as the more sandy clays can be heated to a higher tem-

perature, without destruction of the •'ed colour, than the more

aluminous ones. Alkalies appear to diminish the brightness

of the iron coloration.

Among the oxides of iron two kinds are recognized, known
respectively as the ferrous oxide (FeO), and ferric oxide (FejOs).

In the former we see one part of iron united with oxygen, while in

the latter one part of iron is combined with one and one-half

parts of oxygen. The ferric oxide, therefore, contains more

oxygen per unit of iron than the ferrous salt, and represents a

higher stage of oxidation. In the limonite and hematite the

iron is in the ferric form, representing a higher stage of oxidation.

In magnetite both ferrous and ferric iron are present, but in

siderite the ferrous iron alone occurs. In the ultimate analysis

the iron is usually determined as ferric oxide, no effort being

made to find out the quantity present in the ferrous form,

although if there is ~ny reason to suspect that much of the latter

exists it should be determined. Iron passes rather readily from

the ferric to the ferrous form. It eIso oxidizes easily unless

carbon and sulphur are present, in which case its oxidation is

not possible until these two substances have been o:Jdized.

Indeed they are sometimes supplied with oxygen at the expense

of the iron, which may be left in a ferrous, magnetic, or even

spongy, metallic condition; so if there is a deficit of oxygen in the

inside of the kiln the iron does not get enough oxygen, and the

ferrous compound results, but the latter changes rapidly to the
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ferric condition if sufficient air carrying oxygen it admitted. If
however, the oxidation of the iron does not begin until the clayhM become so dense as to prevent free circulation of the air
through it, tiien it may form ferrous silicates, which impart
black or dark colours to the clay.

Moreover, in the burning of ferruginous cUys it is usually
desirable to get the iron thoroughly oxidized lo prevent trouble
in the later stages of burning. To accomplish this Uie iron must
be freed of any sulphur or carbon dioxide which may be combined
with It, and other volatile or combustible elements in the clay
must be driven off, so as to allow the oxidizing gases to enter the
clay and unite with any ferrous iron that may be present.

Sulphide of iron (pyrite) loses half its sulphur at a red heat

r^'o^^o^f^""-
''"• """^^ oxidizing conditions, pass off probably

by 900 C; while siderite or ferrous carbonate loses its carbon
dioxide between 400° and 500° C; magnesium carbonate and
calcium carbonate lose their COj at about 600° C. and 800" to
900 C. respectively. Carbonaceous matter or sulphur, if present
must also be carefully burned off. If the clay contains much
volatile or combustible matter the burning must proceed slowly
below 1000 C, in order to remove it and allow tiie iron to p^-t
oxidized while the clay is still porous.

After oxidation the clays will show a more brilliant iron colour
than they do at the end of the dehydration period. They are also
harder, and show a slight decrease in volume.

If the clay has been improperiy oxidized it shows later when
vitnfication is reached, by the dark ferrous silicate cores in tiie
centre of the brick. This may form, however, without die
development of any swelling. When swelling does accompany
the formation of this black core it is to be traced to sulphur.

Fine-grained clays are more difficult to oxidize than coarse-
grained, because of the small size of their pores, and grog is, there-
fore, added at times to open the grain of the material.

Since the stage of oxidization of the iron is dependent on the
quantity of air it receives during burning, the condition of the
kiln atmosphere is of great importance. If there is a deficiency of
oxygen in the kiln, so that the iron oxide, if present, is reduced to
the ferrous condition, the fire is said to be reducing. If, on the
contrary, tiiere is an excess of oxygen, so that ferric oxides are

^
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formed, the fire is said to be oxidizing. These various conditions

are often used by the manufacturer to produce certain shades or

colour efTecU in his ware. Thus, for example, the manufacturer

of flashed brick produces the beautiful shading on the surface of

his product by having a reducing atmosphere in his kiln, followed

by an oxidizing one. The potter aims to leduce the yellow tint

in his white ware by cooling the kiln as quickly as possible to

prevent the iron from oxidizing.

In those clays which are of grey or black colour the iron may

be present in both the ferrous and ferric form; the quantity

present in that from several localities is shown below :

—

Field number.

41. 42. 47. 91. 94.

FCoOa 156
497

196
319

1-34

612
246
229

191

FeO 361

41. Shale from Standard Drain Pipe Works, New Glasgow.

42. Lower shale, Brooks' brickyard. New Glasgow.

47. Shale, Intercolonial Coal Company, Westville.

91. Shale under coal seam. King mine, Minto, N.B.

94. Shale under coal, Canadian Coal Company, Salmon bay,

N.B.

All analysed by H. A. Leverin, analyst. Mines Branch.

As these clays and shales all contain small amounts of sulphur

and carbon, it is highly important to fire the material slowly, in

order to bu: "-ff the carbon, and as much sulphur as possible,

as well as to cause the large amount of ferrous iron to become

oxidized.

Fluxing Action of Iron Oxide.—Iron oxide is a fluxing

impurity, lowering the fusing point of the clay, and this effect will,

in general, be more pronounced if the iron is in a ferrous condition,

or if silica is present.
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LIME CARBONAlb

Lime is probably most effective in the form of the carbonate,
and if finely divided is an active flux. When clays containing it
are burned, they not only lose their chemically combined water
but also their carbon dioxide, but while the water of hydration
passes off between 450» C. (842* F.) and 600" C. (11W F.) the
carbon dioxide (CQ,) does not seem to gooff until between 600*
C. (1112- F.) and 726' C. (1£62'' F.). In fact, it more probably
passes off between 850" C. (1662" F.), and 900" C. (1652" F.).
The result of driving off this gas, in addition to the chemically
combined water, is to leave calcareous clays more porous than
other clays up to the beginning of fusion.

If the burning is carried only far enough to drive off the car-
bonic acid gas, the result will be that the quicklime thus formed
will absorb moisture from the air and slake. No injury may
result from this if the lime is in a finely divided condition and
uniformly distributed through the brick, but if, on the contrary,
it is present in the form of lumps the slaking and accompanying
swelling of these may split the brick.

Limestone pebbles, if present in the clay, should be either
removed, if this can be done cheaply, or crushed before the clay
is moulded.

GYPSUM

Gypsum in the clay has probably often been formed by sul-
phuric acid, liberated by the decomposition of iron pyrite, acting
on lime carbonate. Lime, if present in the form of gypsum,
seems to behave differently from lime in the form of carbonate!
although few clays contain large percentages ot it.

If present in grains or lumps these burn to a white powder, but
unlike lime do not s'ake and swell.

MAGNESIA

Magnesia (MgO) rarely occurs in clay in larger quantities than
1 per cent. When present, its source may be any one of several
classes of compounds, that is, silicates, carbonates, and sulphates.

It is to be regarded as a flux, but perhaps not as active a one
as lime. It is always present in a finely divided form.
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ALKALIES

The alkalies commonly present in days include potash (KgO).

soda (NajO), and ammonia (NHs). There are other alkalies,

out they are probably of rare occurrence.

Several common minerals may serve as sources of the alkalies.

Feldspar may supply either potash or soda. Muscovite, the white

mica, contains potash. Greensand, or glauconite, contains potash.

Other minerals, such as hornblende or garnet, might serve as

sources of the alkalies, but are unimportant, as they are rarely

present in clays in large quantities.

The alkalies are strong fluxes, but they are rare' present in

large amounts.

TITANIUM

Titanium is an element which is found in several minerals,

some of which are more common in clays than is usually imagined,

although they appear rare because they are seldom found in

large quantities. The two commonest of these are rutile and
ilmenite. So far as known, neither of these is ever found in clays

in sufficiently large grains to be visible to the naked eye, so that

a microscopic examination would be necessary to identify them.
Although titanium is such a common constituent of clay, it is

rarely shown in an analysis, because its determination by chemical

methods is attended with more or less difficulty and is rarely

carried out. In the ordinary process of chemical analysis it is

usually included with the alumina.

Titanium may be regarded as a flux, but since the quantity

present in most clays is usually small, it seems to operate mainly
at high temperatures. Thus, a clay whose fusion point lay

between cones 34 (1810° C.) and 35 (1830" C), fused at cone 32
(1770° C), when 6 per cent of titanium oxide was mixed with it.

WATER IN CLAY

Under this head are included two kinds of water: (1) mechan-
ically combined water or moisture; (2) chemically combined
water.
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Mechanically Combirud Wotor.—The mechanically combined
water is that which is held in the pores of the clay by capil-
lary action, and fills all the spaces between the clay grains. When
these are all small, the clay may absorb and retoin a large quan-
tity, because each interspace acts like a capillary tube. If the
spaces exceed a certain size, they will no longer hold the moisture
by capillary action, and the water, if poured on the clay, would
fast drain away. The fine-grained clays, for these reasons, show
high powers of absorption and retention, while coarse, sandy
clays or bands represent a condition of minimum absorption.
This same phenomenon shows itself in the amount of water
required for tempering a clay. Thus, a very coarse sandy mixture
from one deposit may require only 16 per cent of water, while
a very fat one from another ^'.eposit may take 45 per cent of
water. It is not the highly aluminous ones, however, that always
absorb the most water.

The total quantity of water found in different clays varies
exceedingly. In some air dried clays it may be as low as 06 per
cent, while in those freshly taken from the bank, it may reach 30
to 40 per cent without the clay being very soft.

Clay is very hygroscopic, and when thoroughly dry, greedily
absorbs moisture from the atmosphere; indeed it may absorb as
much as 10 per cent of its weight.

Water held mechanically in a clay will pass off partly by
evaporation in air, but can all be driven off by heating the clay
to 100° C. (212° F.). The evaporation of the mechanical water is

accompanied by a shrinkage of the mass, which ceases, however,
when the particles have all come in contact, and before all the
moisture is driven off, because some remains in the pores of the
clay. This last portion is driven off during the eariy stages of
burning. The shrinkage that takes place when the mechanical
water is driven off varies, ranging from 1 per cent, or less, in very
sandy clays, up to 10 or 12 per cent in very plastic ones.

Since most clays having a high absorption, shrink a large
amount in drying, there is often danger of their cracking, especi-
ally if rapidly dried, owing to the rapid escape of the water vapour.
Mechanical water may hurt the clay in other ways. Thus, if the
material contains any mineral compounds which are soluble in
water, the latter, when added to the clay, will dissolve a portion

V



of them at least. During the drying of the brick the water riwa

to the surface to evaporate, nnd brings out the compounds in

solution, leaving them behind when it vaporizes. It may also help

the fire gases to act on certain elements of the clay, a point

explained under " Burning."

Chemically Combined Water.—Chemically combined water,

as its name indicates, is that which exisu in tl - clay in

chemical combination with other elements, and whicl., in most

cases, can be driven out only at a temperature ranging from 400°

C. (752* F.), to 600" C. ()112'' F.). This combined water may be

derived from several minerals, such as kaolinite, which contains

nearly 14 per cent white mica, or muscovite with 4 to 5J per cent,

and limonite with 145 per cent. Unless a clay contains con-

siderable limonite or hydrous silica, the percentage of combined

water is commonly about om-third the percentage of alumina

found in the clay. In pure, or nearly pure kaolin, there is nearly

14 per cent, and other clays contain varying amounts, ranging

from this down to 3 or 4 per cent, the latter being the quantity

found in some very sandy clays. The loss of its combined water

is accompanied by a slight but variable shrinkage in the clay,

which reaches its maximum some time after all the volatile

matters have been driven ofl.

In many clay analyses the chemically combined water is

determined as loss on ignition, which is incorrect if the clay

contains carbon dioxide sulphur trioxide, or organic matter

all of which are driven otf, in part at least, at a dull red heat.

CARBON

Carbon may be present in clay in the form of: (1) vegetable

matter; (2) asphaltic carbon, and (3) fixed carbon. Only the

second and third of the groups mentioned need be considered.

The first alone causes trouble when it occurs in the form of sticks

or thick roots, and has to be screened out. It is, therefore, not

included in what follows.

Carbonaceous matter often serves as a strong colouring agent

of raw clays, tinging them grey, bluish-grey, or black. Indeed,

so strong may this be that it masks the effect of other colouring
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In order to burn off the carbon and oxidize the iron, air supply,mg oxygen must be drawn into the kiln during burning, for thegases of combusuon from the fuel will supply none. Oxidationmay be accelerated by increasing the amount of air entering thekdn. and by reducing the density of the clay as much as posrible
In case this is not done, and the pores of the clay close up before
all the carbon is burned off. it also interferes with the expulsion
of sulphur pr^nt which may result in a swelling of the day



Thb may be even followed by complete fusion of the interior

of the mam, cauied by the formation of an eaaily fusible ferrous

silicate. When the carbon b all burned off the iron has a chance
to oxidize. If the day contains muci- ^phaltic carbon the oxida-

tion must be carried on with as little air as possible, otherwise

the heat generated by the burning hydrocarbons may be so

intense as to vitrify the ware before the oxidation is completed.

Since dense days are more difficult to oxidize than those

which are porous, the process of manufacture may also

influence the resuitt, and in thb connexion it has been found that

bricks made by the soft-mud process are most rapidly oxidized,

followed by cither the stifl-mud or dry-press (thee being no
difference between the two), and lastly by the semi-dry-press.

EFFECT OF WATER ON BLACK CORING

It is often stated by brick makers that black cores are caused
by the brick bring set too wet. Thb b not strictly true, and the
relation is a very indirect one. While carbon burns off most
rapidly between the temperatures of 800" and 900° C, it also

passes off somewhat at much lower temperatures. If the brick

is set wet it requires so much more heat in the early stages of

firing to drive out or evaporate the water that other changes,
such as the oxidation of the carbon, will be retarded, and brick

begins to vitrify before the process b completed.

SULPHUR

Many clays contain at least a trace of sulphur, and some show
appreciable quantities. Sulphur might be present in a clay, as:

(1) sulphate, such as gypsum (CSO4, 2HjO), epsomite (MgSO*.
7HaO), or melanterite (FeS04. 7HjO) ; (2) sulphide, as pyrite

(FeSj), or marcasite (FeSj).

Iron sulphide exerts an extremely bad influence during the
burning process. Should it be necessary to use shales containing
pyrite in considerable quantities some method of removing it is

ordinarily resorted to. This may be accomplished by exposing
the shale to the weather for some time—several months—before
it is used. The removal may be hastened by wetting the clay at
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Vrtqut, • intervals. This not only hastens the oxidation of the
sulp.b' . to the sulphate, but also carries away the latter as fast

.^ it is formed. In addition it removes other soluble salts which
may be present. Calcium sulphate or gypsum is a constituent

of some of the clays in New Brunswick. It is slightly soluble in

water and is carried to the surface of the ware in the drying
process and deposited as a scum or efflorescence on the surface.

This causes a white discoloration of the burned ware known as

"whitewash."

PLASTICITY

Plasticity is probably by far the most important property of

clay, lacking which it would be of comparatively little value

for the manufacturer of clay products. Seger has defined it as

the property which solid bodies show of absorbing and holding

a liquid in their pores, and forming a mass which can be pressed

or kneaded into any desired shape, which it retains when the

pressure ceases, and on the withdrawal of the water, changes to

a hard mass. The term hard, of course, refers to its hardness as

compared with its wet condition, for some air-dried clays are

rather soft.

TENSILE STRENGTH

Definition.—The tensile strength of a clay is the resistance

which it offers to rupture or being pulled apart when air-dried.

Practical Bearing.—^The tensile strength is an important
property, and has a practical bearing on problems connected
with the handling, moulding, and drying of the ware, since a
high strength enables the clay to withstand the shocks and
strains of handling. Through it, also, the clay is able to carry a
large quantity of non-plastic material, such as flint or feldspar,

ground bricks, etc.

Relation to Plasticity.—Although it was formerly believed by
many that tensile strength and plasticity were clo? ly related,

ihis view is no longer generally accepted. High tensile strength

and high plasticity often go together, but a clay low in tensile

strength may have high plasticity, and vice versa.

V.
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SHRINKAGE

All clays shrink in drying and burning, the former loss being

termed the air shrinkage, and the latter the fire shrinkage.

Air Shrinkage.—In a c'-y whirh i=. (,M^rfectly dry, all the grains

are in contact, but betwe n them tht'rc- wi^l be a variable amount

of pore space, depending n 're texture <>' the clay. The volume

of this pore space is in ii-.tod sornewl at by the quantity of

water that will be absorbea wunuut. the -lay changing its volume,

this water filling in the space between the grains. It may be

termed pore water.

The presence of more water than is required to fill the spaces

between the grains produces a swelling of the mass, and in this

condition each grain is regarded as being surrounded by a film

of water; but while the grains still mutually attract each other

the attraction is less than in the dry clay, and the mass yields

readily to pressure. An excess, however, separates the clay

particles to such an extent that the clay softens and runs. A clay

will, therefore, continue to swell as water is added to it, until

the amount becomes too great to permit it to retain its shape.

The amount of air shrinkage is usually low in sandy clays,

at times being under 1 per cent in coarsely sandy ones, while it

is high in very plastic clays, or in some of very fine grain, reaching

at times as much as 12 or 15 per cent. Five or six per cent is

about the average seen in the manufacture of clay products.

All clays requiring a high percentage of water in mixing do

not show a high air shrinkage. The air shrinkage of a clay will

not only vary with the amount of water added, but also with

the texture of the materials.

Sand or materials of a sandy nature counteract the shrinkage,

and are frequently added for this purpose, but, since they also

render the mixture more porous, they facilitate the drying as

well, permitting the water to escape more readily, and often

reducing the danger from cracking. If the sand added to dilute

the shrinkage is refractory it also aids the clay in retaining its

shape during burning.

Fire Shrinkage.—All clays shrink during some stage of the

burning operation, even though they may expand slightly at

certain temperatures. The fire shrinkage, like the air shrinkage.



vanes within wide limits, the amount depending partly on thequant^y of volatile elements, such as combinedTter'orgaSc

SSuy ''°"''' ""' """'y °" '"^^ textu^ and

nnfJr f""'^^^'"^y beg!" at a dull red heat, or about rhepoint at which chemically combined water begins ^o pass offand reaches Its maximum when the clay vitrifiL. ... SS notincrease umformly up to that point. The clay worker. hoTever

f necessary m order to prevent cracking and warping. Afterthe expulsion of the volatile elements the clay is left in a porouscondition, unul the fire shrinkage recommences.

FUSIBILITY

All clays fuse at one temperature or another, the temperatureof fusion depending on: (1) the amount of fluxes; (2) thfsize ^fgram of the refractory and non-refractory particles; (3) thehomogeneity of the mass; (4) the condition of the fire whether

ofle'eT
"f"""':

!!?
^'^ "^^ ^°"" °^ ^''^'"'-' comwSn

ol the elements contained in the clay.

When clays undergo a fusion process they do not soften atonce b„t„,, ,^^^^ .^^^,^^^^ This is not surprisingwhen we consider their heterogeneous composition. anS may

anothe fuses. As soon as a softening of one or more of themineral grams occurs, interreactions between the different grainsbegin, the number mvolved increasing until all constituents ofthe mass are involved. In most cases no reaction occurs betweenany of the grams undl one melts, but it is not necessary to reachthe fusion point of each before it can react with the others
^ctpient Vitrificalion.-ln this stage the clay has softened

orevlT'S;
'° '"''^*'^ «'^'"^ ^^'^"^ *°^"'^-- -"d enough toprevent the recognition of any. except the larger ones. The

particles have not. however, softened sufficiently to close upall the pores of the mass. ^
Complete Vitrification.-A further heating of the clay, through

(500 F.) to nil" C. (200° F.), or sometimes even more
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produces an idditional softening of the grains sufficient to clc»e

up all the pores and render the mass impervious. Clays burned

to this condition of complete vitrification show a smooth fracture,

with a slight lustre. The attainment of this condition also repre-

sents the point of maximum shrinkage.

Viscosity.—A still further variable rise in the temperature is

accompanied by both swelling and softening of the clay, untU it

flows or gets viscous.
, ** •„

It is sometimes difficult to recognize precisely the exact attain-

ment of these three conditions, for the clay may soften so slowly

that the change from one to the other is gradual.

CONTROL OF TEMPERATURE

In most of the brick plants in Canada the temperature to

which the product is burned is judged by the eye, the warra

being burned to a dull red, cherry red, or white heat. This method

results in much variation in the burned products, and depends

on the experience of the man in charge of the burning. There

may also be a wide difference in temperature in different parts

of the kiln which will not be apparent to the eye.

The matter of controlling the temperature and of obtaining a

uniformly burned product is comparatively simple. One of the

methods best ad^-n^ to commercial plants is the use of the

Seger pyromet

Seger Cones.- ones are small triangular pyramids about

one-half inch din ...sion at the base, and tapering to a point at

the top. They are about 3 inches long.

These test pieces consist of a series of mixtures of clays with

fluxes, so graded that they repr^-^nt a series of fusion-points,

each being a few degrees higher than the one next to it. They

are so called because originally introduced by H. Seger, a German

ceramist. The materials which he used in making them were

such as would have a constant composition, and consisted of

washed Zettlitz kaol ..Srstrand feldspar, Norwegian quartz,

Carrara marble, and pure ferric oxide. Cone 1 melts at the

same temperature as an alloy composed of one part of platinum

and nine parts of gold, or at 1150° C. (2102° F.). Cone 20 irelts

at the highest temperature obtdned in a porcelain furnace, or at
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"s SnHg ?on^"^l ^' ^"i^* "PP"' '°*'"^ °f the seriesIS cone 39. Cone 36 is composed of a very refractory clay slatewhile cone 35 is composed of kaolin from ZetUiU.Set

L

t^r^ r;^
of.num^ was produced by Cramer oVSn'

Hecht obtemed s...ii more fusible mixtures by adding both

^uhis'tfat"^'
*"' '" ''°''' "'"P^'^'^™ *° 'he con2 ^e

^int nf
'^\*^^^

't
'}°'^ a ^"^ Of 61 numbers, the fusion-pomt of the lowest be ng 590° C ri094° F ^ an^ *i, » Tlu

hiehest iq4n<» r rq47no rx a ,
^ ''^ *"^ "^* °^ thelugnest 1940 C. (3470» P.). As the temperature rises the conebegms to soften, and when its fusion-point is reached it beginTtobend over unt.1 us tip touches the base. For practical pur^these cones are very successful, though their use hasTeenZJ

Tn^. ir ^1!T "^""^^""'e'^ of clay products, and their usein the United States and Canada is increasing.

In actual use they are placed in the kiln at a ->oint wherethey can be watched through a peep-hole, but at the same dm^
will not receive the direct touch of the flame from the fuel. Us always well to put two or more cones of different numbers inthe bin. so that warning can be had. not only of the end jSim

U?""/(PlaL 10.°'
^'^ "^'"'^ ^^'^ ^""'^'^ *« ^-P^-^-

In determining the proper cone to use in burning any kind

nn/ ff ^Au °^ ^""^ ^ ^'^ ^"t °^«^ •" burning, and 5 isnot affected, the temperature of the kiln is between 1 and 5. Thenext time numbers 2. 3, and 4 are put in, and 2 and 3 may b^

S;h .1 r"^'"'
""^ff^^ted, indicating that the temperature

reached the fusing-point of 3.

mile the temperature of fusion of each cone is given in thepreceding table, it must not be understood that thi coni T^

\.
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The following list gives the apprcximate fusing-points of some

of the members of the series of cones used for this report:—

Fusing point.

No. of Cone. Degrees F. Degrees C.

010 1742° 950»

06 1922° 1050°

03 .... 1994° 1090°

1 ... 2102° 1150°

3 2174° 1190°

5 2246° 1230^'

9 2390° 1310°

20 2786° 1W0°

25 2966° 1630°

The cones used in the different branches of the clay-working

industry in the United States and Canavia are approximately

as follows:

—

Common brick 012-01

Paving brick
^^~^

Sewerpipe ^7
Buff face brick

3-9

Hollow blocks and fireproofing 05-1

Terra-cotta
02-7

Conduits ^^
Firebricks ^^*

White earthenware ^"9

Red earthenware 010-05

Stoneware ^^
Porcelain ll"!^

Electrical porcelain 10-12
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CHAPTER II

KINDS OF CLAYS.'

are^JantJ'
'""*'''

!.
^^"^'"^ ^^^^ ** *«=""« ^'^V ^nd shal.

S^lJ wh?„ nr • "i '« ' f"' ^'''"^ ''y *^^ clayworker. Mos,

5i;Ilt!rr '^ ^^'ly
""""^'^ *° P^ through a screer

^ur L fS. ^ •"
^'^.'I'y

"»""' '° t''^* °f ^'"^ ^'^y» whichoccur in a soft or unconsolidated state.

proceeded to such a degree that they no longer possess the

inTr^
°f P'^tidty. which is so important in tTe d^rljSgmdu try Slates may resemble shales in colour and structurebut the act that they cannot be moulded into shape renderthem useless for the purposes of this report.

frn^'T^vT ^^'^^
T"^'y ""^ ~'°"' '" the raw state, varying

or Xlt f,''"^^*
hlack. The prevailing colours of the day!

A^ J" ^^"^ Brunswick are light and dark grey, brown

oxidation of the iron contained in the clay, the iron being anactive colounng agent. Clays in whidi there is a very low per"centage o. iron will burn to white.grey, or buff tones.(S^ Chafer

pis ^-
'^h'ch have a very high percentage of lime, like the

a bleaSiLl" T""^ ^u
'"™ *° ' '"'^ ~'°"'' the lime ;cerdsinga Dleachmg action on the iron.

KAOLINS AND CHINA-CLAYS

n^J.'l^"^-^ *'^°''"J'
commonly applied to natural deposits ofwhite burning residual clays, which are composed m^tly osilica, alumina, and chemically combined water, but having averj^low percentage of fluxing impurities, especially iron.

K
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Deposits of kaolin generally contain quartz fragments, and mica

grains as impurities. When these are separated from the mass

by washing, the fine grained washed product is called "china-

clay." China-clays are used in the manufacture of white table

ware, electrical porcelain, wall tile, as a p?per filler, and an

ingredient of slips and glazes in ceramics. The white ware and

porcelain bodies are made up of: china-clay,which giveswhiteness

and refractorinest , ball clay to give plasticity and bond, ground

quartz (called flint) to redur** the shrinkage and give stiffness

to the body, and feldspar to serve as a flux.

Some small veins or pockets of kaolin are said to occur in

crystalline rocks situated near the headwaters of the Miramichi

river, but a workable deposit has not yet been discovered in

New Brunswick.

The only workable deposit of kaolin, so far known in Canada,

occurs at St. Remi d'Amherst, about 70 miles northwest of

Montreal. As shown by the following chemical analysis, it is a

kaolin of high purity.

Silica (SiOj) 46-13

Alumina (AI2O3) 39-45

Ferric oxide (FezOa) 0-72

Lime (CaO) none

Magnesia (MgO) none

Potash (K2O) 0-20

SodaCNajOj 0-09

Loss on ignition 13-81

10040

BALL-CLA Y

tongfAat

This is the plastic ingredient in white ware bodies. The raw

clays of this class should combine high plasticity with good tensile

strength, and burn white or nearly so. No true ball-clay has been

found in Canada, but the white beds among certain sedimentary

clays in the Musquodoboit valley, Nova Scotia, approach it in

character.



FIRECLA YS

The mmt important property of this clan of days is refractori-
ness or ability to withstand a high d-gree of heat without soften-
ing. They may vary widely in other respects, showing great
differences m plasticity, density, shrinkage, and colour.

It IS customary for miners to apply the term fireday to all
clays and shales found underiying coal beds. While it is true thatm Great Bntain. and in several of the States, valuable fireclays
underiie coal seams, still there are many of the clays under the
coal in these countries, that are not refractory.
None of the clays and shales underlying the coal seams in the

Maritime Provinces, as far as they have been tested, proved to
be fireclays.

The standard adopted in these reports is, that the material
shall stand up, without softening under fire at the fusing point
of cone 27 (3a38° F.) before it can be termed a fireclay.

The most refractory clay at present known in New Brunswick,
that occurs in workable quantities, is found underiying a coal
seam at Flower Cove, in the Grand Uke Coal area. This material
fuses at cone 23 (2894» F.), hence it is not a fireclay.

Some authorities in the United States refer to clays which will
stand cone 30 or better as a No. 1 fireclay, from cone 20 to
cone 30 as No. 2, and from cone 10 to 20 as No. 3 fireclays.
While some of the lower grade clays may be worked up into
shapes for various industrial uses, such as stove linings, s-iwer
pipes, electrical conduits, etc., they would not be suitable dt all
for metallurgical work, whore slags are formed, or where mtense
heat IS used.

For several years bricks have been manufactured at Westville,
N.S., from a hard greyish black clay shale found under the No. 3
seam at the mine of the Intercolonial Coal Company. This
material fuses at about cone 14, and the bricks made from it are
used at the Steel Works in Sydney as linings for ladles, into
which molten steel is poured from the reverberatory furnaces.
They are said to be better for this purpose than the mor« refrac-
tory bncks used in the blast furnaces, as the molten metal does
not penetrate them so far, and hence the Ufe of the linings made
from the Westville bricks is longer.

V
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Fireclays are used most generally and extensively in industrial

furnaces, in blast furnaces, crucible melting furnaces, the layers

and bottoms of Bessemer converters, the furnaces used in the

lime, glass, clay and cement industries, in lead refining furnaces,

in basic open-hearth furnaces above the slag line, for flues, boiler

settings, linings of stacks, household grates, etc.

The two following chemical analyses are given'to illustrate

the composition of fireclays. No. 1 is from Shubenacadie, N.S.,

No. 2 is from Murphy brook. Middle Musquodoboit, N.S.

No. 1. No. 2.

Silica 7403 6514

Alumina 1730 2884

Ferric oxide 1' 15 1"91

Titenic oxide 104 2-37

Magnesia 016 025

Lime 038 038

Soda 053 048

Potash 088 188

Water 478 924

10025 10049

STONEWARE CLAY

While this material is often as refractory as the clay used for

firebrick, it differs from it in burning to a very dense body at

comparatively low temperatures. It should have sufficient plas-

ticity and toughness to permit it being turned on a potters'

wheel. Its fire shrinkage should be low, its vitrifying qualities

good, and sufficiently refractory so that the wares made from it

will hold their shape in burning. Most stoneware is now made

from a mixture of clays, so as to produce a body of the proper

qualities, both before and after burning.

Stoneware clays are found at a few localities in the Maritime

Provinces, the following chemical analysis gives their composition.
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Analysis of Slonetvare Clays

Silica (SiOj)

Alumina (AljQj)

Ferric oxide (FeaQj)
Titanic oxide (TiOj)

Lime (CaO)

Magnesia (MgO) ....

Soda (NajO) ')

Potash (KaO) j

Water (HjO)

+ Not determined.

I II III

63-68 55-52 63-91
23-80 26-80 18-60
1-20 2-58 575
+ 150 +
0-40 25 trace

020 105 trace

1-43
0-73 +
3-43 +

8-77 8-39 1030

I.

II.

'll.

Grey shale under coal seam at Flower Cove, N.B.
Very plastic grey Hay over 13-foot coal seam at Inverness

N.S.

Very plasric red and grey mottled clay at Miudle Mus
quodoboit, N.S.

Stoneware clays are used not only for the manutacture of al'
grades of stoneware, but also for yellow ware, art pottery, earth-
enware, and architectural terra-cotta.

Stoneware clay is used largely in Great Britain for the manu-
facture of sewerpipe. Owing to its smoothness, and the fine
salt glaze which it takes, added to the hardness and strength ol
the body, this class of ware is the very highest grade of sanitary
dram pipe.

SLIP CLAYS

These clays contain such a high percentage of fluxing impurities,
and of such texture, that at a low temperature they melt to a
greenish or brown glass, thus forming a natural glaze. While
easily fusible clays are common, few of them produce a good
glaze on melting.
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A good slip day makes a glaze which it free from defecU com-

mon to artificial glaics. It will fit a wide range of clays, and since

it is a natural clay, it will undergo the same changes in burning,

as the body on which it is placed. Artificial mixtures of exactly

similar composition to the natural slip clays have failed to give

the excellent results as to gloss or colour that are attained by the

natural clay.

\n applying the glaze to the ware the clay is mixed with water

to a creamy consistency, and applied to the ware either by dipping

or spraying. The most satisfactory slip clay is obtained from

Albany, N.Y., it is shipped to all parts of the United States, and

to St. John, N.B., for potters' use in glazing stoneware.

PAPER CLAY

In paper making, a clay may be used as a filler or as a coating

material. Since clay enters into the composition of all the ordinary

printing and bond papers, as well as many wrapping papers, its

most important use in this industry is as a filler. Whiteness and

freedom from grit are essential, in the best grades of paper clay.

I

FULLERS EARTH

The name 'ullers earth is made to include a variety of clay-like

materials of a prevailing greenish-white or grey, olive green or

•.rownish colour, soft and with a greasy feel. This type of clay

•las a high absorbent power for many substances. It was originally

used for fulling cloth, that is, cleansing it of grease. Its most

important use, at the present time, is for bleaching cotton oil

and lard oil. Mineral oils are also filtered through it. There is

no record of fullers earth occurring in Canada.

PIPE-CLA Y

So-called because tobacco pipes are made from it, is an impure

kaolin containing free silica. This term is also used in referring

to clays or shales suitable for making sewerpipe.
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SEWERPIPE CLAY

Clayi or thalet that burn to a vitrified body, or one of la
abiorption. that hold their shape in burning, and alto Uke
Mlt glaze, arc essential in the manufacture of this class of war
Fireclay is oft^n added to a vitrifiable shale, or a mixture of t«
or more shales may be used.

The clays used for this purpose are similar to thow used fc
I»vmg bricks so thi t the two products are sometimes made i
the same factory from the same clay.

Materials suitable for the manufacture of sewerpipe are founm the Grand Uke coal area. Stonehaven. Moncton. etc.. an,
occur in the middle Carboniferous formation.

BRICK CLAYS

The clays or shales used for common brick are generally o
a low grade, and in most cases red burning. The main requisite
are that they will mould easily, and burn hard at as low a tern
perature as possible, with a minimum loss from cracking anc
warpmg. Since many common clays or shales when used alom
show a higher air or fire shrinkage than is desirable, it is cus
tomary to decrease this by mixing some sand with the clay, oi
by mixing a loamy or sandy clay with a more plastic one. Brick-
makers call a clay "strong" or ". ," when it is highly plastic,
somewhat stiff and sticky, and "lean" when a clay is gritty oi
sandy and works easily.

Bricks used for facing buildings are moulded with special care,
or re-pressed, if made by the wet moulded processes. When dry-
pressed bricks are required, the best results are obtained by using
shale. Smoothness of surface, and uniformity of colour, are no
longer required, as formerly for this purpose, so that special
methods are resorted to by face brick manufacturers to produce
roughness in surface, and variety in colour.
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PORTLAND CEMENT CLAY

Shales or clayt are largely used in the manufacture of Portland

cement. Thi» material is essentially an artificial mixture of lime,

silica and alumina. The first ingredient is usually supplied by

some form of calcareous material, such as limestone marl or

chalk, while the other two are obtained by the selection of a clay

or shale, the mixture consisting approximately of 75 per cent of

lime carlx)nate to 25 per cent clay or shale.

Clays or shales to be used for Portland cement manufacture,

should be as free as possible from coarse particles or lump sand,

gravel, or concretions. These conditions are best met by the

transjKjrted clays, since residual clays are frequently sandy or

stony, and many glacial clays notably so.

Several of the surface clays and shales in New Brunswick will

probably be found suitable for this purpose. For economic

reasons they should lie located in the vicinity of marl, or limestone

deposite. and convenient for transportation.

MARL

Shale or clay that contained a large percentage of lime were

formerly referred to as " marly," hence certain soft red shale beds

occurring in the lower Carboniferous formation in New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotb are often called " marls" in the Geological

Survey reports. These shales, however, do not contain an exces-

sive quantity of lime, and burn to a red colour.

The term marl is now restricted to those soft, chalky, deposits

containing shells, which occur sometimes in the bottom of fresh

water 1; 'es.

There are several occurrences of marl in the bottom of small

lakes lying on the lower Carboniferous rocks or on the highly

calcareous Silurian strata in New Brunswick. Owing to its soft-

ness, white colour, and slight plasticity, it has frequently been

mistaken for white clay, but it is lime carbonate.



CHAPTER III

METHODS OF TESTING CLAYS.

There are two methods of testing clays, the chemical and the
physical.

CHEMICAL METHOD

This consists usually in making a chemical analysis, which
shows us the percentage of the different ingredients present in the
cfay but gives us few or no clues regarding the physical properties
of the material. In the ordinary chemical analysis the substances
usually determined are silica, alumina, ferric oxide, lime, mag-
n^ia, and alkalies. Carbon, and sulphur trioxide, both deleterious
substances, are rarely determined. A special application of chem-
iral examination would be a determination of the amount and
land of soluble salts present.

The chemical analysis is, however, of such small practical
value that no analyses were made for this report.

PJI-^r^ICAL METHOD

This is thf much more important method of testing, for it
gives us valuable information regarding the possible uses of the
clay or shale, and consists in a determination of their plasticity
water required for mixing; tensile strength; air shrinkage; fire
shrinkage, colour, and absorption at different temperatures- and
fusing point.

The method of making each of these determinations is given
below. *

TENSILE STRENGTH

The determination of the tensile strength of the raw material
is made because it gives a clue to the clay's ability to stand
strains in handling before burning, and possibly also of its bonding
power or its ability to stand the addition of non-plastic materials
like sand or "grog."

^
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The clays and shales submitted to the physical tests were

first thoroughly dried, then ground in a jaw crusher and after-

wards sifted through a 20 mesh sieve.

A weighed quantity of the sifted material, sufficient to make

the necessary number of test pieces, was mixed with just enough

water to give it the greatest plasticity, and thoroughly kneaded

and wedged so as to render it perfectly homogeneous and free

from cavities. The consistency generally arrived at was about

midway in stiffness between a soft-mud and stiff-mud brick in

practice.

In making briquettes for the tensile test, a small piece of the

kneaded clay was clamped into the briquet mould, and struck

by the hand until it filled the mould completely, the excess of

clay being struck off by a fine wire.

The clay was removed from the mould on a dry clay briquet—

a set of them being kept for the purpose—and the wet clay

briquet was not handled until it had hardened on its support,

so that they were not distorted while soft.

The briquets when hard were dried to lOO" C, the cross

section at the waist carefully measured, and then broken in an

ordinary tensile strength machine.

The results for the various tensile strengths given in this report

are the average of 10 to 12 briquets.

SHRINKAGE

All clays shrink more or less in drying and burning. The

shrinkage that occurs while the clay is drying is termed air

shrinkage, while that which occurs during the burning is known

as fire shrinkage.

Air Shrinkage.—A portion of the kneaded clay was made into

bricklets in a mould 4" X 1^" X i" »" size. Two fine lines,

exactly 3 inches apart, were impressed with a steel stencil on the

wet clay bricklet immediately after leaving the mould. When

the bricklets were thoroughly dry the distance between these

lines was measured, and the jiercentage of air shrinkage calculated.

The average of 6 to 8 bricklets is given in the results for air

shrinkage.
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Fire Shrinkage.—The burning of the bricklets at the lowei
cones was done in a down^raft muffle kiln, the fuel used being
coke, and the time of burning from 12 to 18 hours. For the
higher temperatures a gas-fi.ed muffle kiln was used.
The lines on the burned bricklets were again measured aftei

each successive firing, and the total amounts of shrinkage calcu-
lated. The difference between the total shrinkage and the air
shrinkage represents the fire shrinkage.
The air and fire shrinkages are given separately in the results,

but their sum would represent the total shrinkage of any clay
from the time it was taken from the mould.

FUSIBILITY

Small pyramids or cones of the ground clays or shales were
burned in the gas fired furnace until they were deformed or
melted. The temperatures at which the test cones melted are
expressed in terms of the standard Seger cones.
A Deville furnace, fired with coke, under air blast, was used

for determining the fusing points of the more refractory clays,
including those which did not fuse until a temperature ranging
from cone 18 to cone 32 was reached.

ABSORPTION

The bricklets were carefully weighed after each burning, and
immersed in water to about three-fourths of their thickness.
This permits the air from the burned clay body to escape freely,
allowing the water to better and more quickly fill the pores.
After standing at least 24 hours in water, the saturated bricklets
are weighed, the increase in weight recorded, and the percentage
of absorption calculated as follows:

—

Saturated weight—Dry

Dry weight

weight—XIOO.

DRY-PRESS TFSTS

The clay or shale used for the dry-press test was ground to
pass a 20 mesh sieve, and moistened with 6 to 10 per cent of
water. A mould was filled with the damp clay, and pressed in
a hand screw press, the size of the bricklet produced beinir 4"
X Ij" X 1".

*

it
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RAPID DRYING

For this test the clay or shale was ground to pass a 12 mesh

sieve, and kneaded up with sufficient water to a fairly stiff mass,

from which a fuU-sized building brick was made by hand in a

wooden mould.

Immediately after coming from the mould the moist brick

was placed on a rack in a box open at the bottom and with a

perforated top, which stood on a steam heated radiator. The

temperature in this box ranged from 120° to 150° F. which is

the heat usually attained in commercial dryers. If the brick

cr .
< ' is treatment it was stated that it would not stand
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CHAPTER IV

SHALE FORMATIONS

The bed-rock, which underlies the Province of New Brunswick
ranges in age from the Pre-Cambrian to the Triassic.

For the purposes of the dayworker the Province may be
divided into two portions, a western area which is generally
barren of deposits of value, and an eastern area which is of

importance to him.

If a line be drawn from Bathurst to Macadam junction, passing
through Boiestown and Fredericton, and another line due east-
ward to the Bay of Fundy, then the roughly triangular area
included between these two lines and the eastern seaboard con-
tains most of the rocks of Carboniferous age in the Province.
In the three subdivisions of this system, the lower, middle, and
upper Carboniferous, is found the shale beds, from which most
of the clay wares used for structural purposes may be manu-
factured. Certain areas of the middle Carbonife-ous formation
contain a thin coal seam, which is mined in a few localities.

As compared with the broken hilly region, which confines it

on the west and south, this area is with few exceptions, low, and
except for river valleys, it presents no marked inequalities of
surface (Plate IV). Its elevation rarely exceeds 600 feet, and the
general average is probably about 400 feet above sea-level.

The beds of the lower Carboniferous formation are largely
conglomerates and sandstones in the lower portion, but often
there are thick beds of soft red shales, or sandy shales in the upper
part.

The middle Carboniferous or Coal Measures are made up
principally of grey sandstones and grey shales, and carry a thin
seam of coal at some localities. This formation is the most wide-
spread of the Carboniferous subdivisions, it is of no great thick-
ness and patches of the older rocks protrude through it at various
points. The rocks of the Coal Measures are in a horizontal
attitude over the greater part of the area. The shale beds of the
formation, owing to their friable character, are easily eroded, so
that they are rarely seen in exposed position, the more resistant

A
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sandstones being most in evidence. A large portion : the area

is also covered with a forest growth, or by swamp, or by drift

deposits. The shales, then, must be looked for principally on

sea coast cliffs or in stream banks, and where coal is being mined

or in railway cuttings.

The upper Carboniferous rocks are confined to the south-

eastern corner of the Province. This group consists generally of

soft reddish, or purple brown sandstones, grits, and shales. The

shales are soft, and of red or brown colour, resembling those of

the lower Carboniferous in quality.

No sampling has been done over the greater part of the Car-

boniferous area, because much of the material it contains is

inaccessible at present, and transportation facilities are necessary

to the development of deposits of this class.

The following deteils of the samples collected are from localities

already provided with transportation, and taken from deposits

which occur in workable quantities. The materials tested are

believed to be fairly representative of all the shales which occur

in the Carboniferous area in New Brunswick.

LOWER c X.. :NIFERGUS

WELDON CREEK, NEAR ALBERT MINES

A thick bed of red gritty clay shale, which softens readily on

exposure to weathering, outcrops on the bank of the creek at

the wagon road crossing.

When tempered with 19 per cent of water, this shale, notwith-

standing its sandy character, works up into a fairiy plastic mass.

Its working and drying qualities are good. Its shrinkage when

air dried is 56 per cent, and the average tensile strength of the

raw clay was 74 pounds per square inch. At cone 010 the fire

shrinkage was 1 per cent, and absorption 13 per cent. At cone

05 the fire shrinkage was 13 per cent, absorption 11 per cent,

and colour dark red. At cone 03 the fire shrinkage, absorption,

and colour remain about the same. The shales make a good

common or dry-press i face brick.



SHALE FROM FREDERICK BROOK,

NEAR ALBERT MINES

This material is a somewhat hard grey shale when fresh, \

weathers down to a fairly soft mass. The sample worked
with 21 per cent of water to a plastic body of good world
quality. The air shrinkage when dried was 62 per cent and t

average tensile strength 137 pounds per square inch. In bumi
It behaved as follows;—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorption

%
Colour

010

05

03

1

3

03
06
1

53
softened

130
14-5

13-4

7-3

Red
41

Brown

This shale burns to a good colour, has a fair ring at 010, an
becomes steel hard at 03. It wUl make either common or pressc
brick, but must be fired slowly on account of the carbon it coi
tains. The shale will probably work well for the manufacture <

fireproofing.

DORCHESTER

About 1§ miles north from Dorchester on the road to th
right of the Court House, some shale beds are exposed in a narrw
valley, near some sandstone quar.-ies. The shales are similar t
those at Pugwash, N.S., but less weathered. The outcrops ar
SHEall but there may be an abundance of the material. Tw(
samples were taken, one from each side of a small brook, and ar
alike m character. When tempered with 17 per cent of wata

i.,U:
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1 fresh, but

worked up
xl working

int and the

In burning

Colour

Red

rown

t 010, and
or pressed
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ifacture of
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1 a narrow
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crops are
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they worked up into a fairly plastic body. The air shrinkage was

6 per cent. Burning tests are as follows.—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorption

%
Colour

010

03

45
56

135
36

Red
Dark red

The shale is a good common brick material, and is suitable for

use by the dry pressed process.

HARCOURT

About 2 miles southwest of Harcourt a bed of red shale

outcrops along the banks of the Salmon river. It underlies

sandstone and drift at a depth of about 14 feet, and an

attempt was made to work it by underground methods for

brickmaking. A small kiln of bricks was built, but they were

not burned sufficiently hard, so that exposure to weather caused

them to crumble and disintegrate (Plate VI B.)

The shale, though gritty, makes a fairiy plastic body when

tempered with 16 per cent of water. Its drying shrinkage was

5 per cent. The burning tests were as follows:—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorption

%
Colour

010

05

03

1

06
06
06
Fused

112
9-9

70

Red
Red

Dark red

This shale contains a rather high percentage of calcium carbon-

ate in rather coarse particles. Owing to the high lime content,

the brick, if burned only to cone 010, will disintegrate from the

air slaking of the lime particles. The shale would have to be

burned to cone 05 or higher to ensure a safe product.
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CHIPMAN

A weathered grey shale, covered with a thin layer of aaiu

loam, occurs near the National Transcontinental Railway statio

The section, as exposed in a trench, shows a thickness of not le

than 5 feet. It is fairly plastic, works easily, and has a dryii

shrinkage of 5*2 per cent. When burned to cone 010, it had
buff colour, a low fire shrinkage, and an absorption of 12*5 p
cent. At cone 03, the colour was red, fire shrinkage 67 per cer

and 4 per cent absorption. It can be used for common, or dr
pressed brick.

Beds of lower Carboniferous red clay sliale occur on tl

National Transcontinental .-ailway line about l) miles west (

Chipman, and also on the New Brunswick Coal and Railwa
line between Chipman and Midland. They are similar to tho
described from Weldon brook.

PLASTER ROCK

A short distance east of Plaster Rock station on the Nation
Transcontinental railway, some red and green banded shales ai

exposed in a cutting. The shales are weathered at the outcro]

into a soft mass. The upper part of the bank is concealed h
slide materials, but the shale beds are probably 10 to 12 fet

thick. They are interbedded with sandstones.

The shale, although gritty, makes a good plastic, easily workin
body when tempered with water. Its shrinkage when air drie

is 5 per cent, and the tensile strength 120 pounds per square incl

Observations on burning are as follows:

—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorption

%
Colour

010

05

08

1

20
3-6

60

80
38

Red

Dark red

This is a good brick material for use by the stiff mud process



VI len dry-praased and burned to cone 05, it makes a dark red,

steel hard, face brick, with a fire shrinkage of 4 per cent, and an

absorption of 4 per cent.

This material makes a rather smooth pipe in the hard screw

press machine. When burned to cone 07 (ISW F.) these pipes

were strong and sound, with an absorption of 4'2 per cent. This

material will make a better and denser field drain tile than any

of the surface clays.

A small sample of red shale was taken from one of the beds in

the upper part of the bank of Tobique river at the town of Plaster

Rock (See Plate III). This material contained more grit than

the one last mentioned, but it makes a better working body, and

one having a small air and fire shrinkage. Its softening point is

too low to permit its being used in the manufacture of vitrified

wares, but it will make an excellent building brick, of a rich red

colour.

CAMPBELLTON AND DALHOUSIE

There are a few small patches of lower Carboniferous rocks

along the south shore of Chaleur bay in the vicinity of Campbell-

ton and Dalhousie. These rocks were found to consist mainly of

sandstones and conglomerates, and no workable shale beds were

observed in them.

There is a remarkably fine bed of shale, in rocks of the same

age, on the Gaspe coast opposite Dalhousie (Plate VIII) which

will be referred to here, as this shale could easily be brought to

Campbellton in barges, if a clay product factory were established

there.

FLEURANT POINT, GASPE.

Greenish shales, interstratified wi^h hard bands, having a total

thickness of about 30 feet, without overburden, occur at this

locality. The shale beds are from 2 to 8 feet thick, and exceedingly

plastic, the hard bands are gritty, but the whole section could

probably be worked for some purposes. A small sample of the

shale was ground and tempered with 19 per cent water. It formed

a very smooth plastic mass, with good working and drying

qualities. Its drying shrinkage was 4 per cent.
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The burning teato are as follow* ^

Cone Fire shrinkage Absorption Colour

% %
010 132 Red
05 IJ 106 Red
03 fiO 6-3 Dark red
1 70 Vitrified Dark red
3 5-6 Vitrified Chocolate
6 Softens

The body is steel hard at cone 010, and vitrified at cone 1,

1

the material does not appear to be injured by firing slight

higher than this.

It would be an excellent material for the manufacture of fii

proofing, and owing to its good working qualities and fine r

colour when burned, would probably be suitable for the mar
facture of roofing tile. It produces a fine red face brick of go
body and solid colour when burned to cone 03, the absorptii

being only 4'6 per cent. The entire thickness of hard and k
bands which make up this deposit could probably be used f

the manufacture of paving bricks.

MIDDLE CARBONIFEROUS

This formation is of importance, for in addi* to the sever

useful beds of shale which it contains, it also c r.ies, over a larj

part of its area, a seam of coal. This coal seam, although thi

is mined at several points, and it is generally in those minii

areas that the shale beds are most accessible.

GRAND LAKE COAL AREA

The most extensive coal mining operations are carried on i

the '"rand Lake area, within the limits of Queens and Sunbui
cour s and near the villages of Minto and Newcastle.

1 mk



The coal Mam !• found at a depth of 30 to 60 feet below the

surface ; it averages about 20 inches in thickness. About 2 feet

or more of a fine grained grey shale, overlying the coal, is brought

to the surface and piled in waste dumps, during mining operations.

This shale is quite hard when fresh, but it slakes and softens

after a few months exposure to weathering.

The following sections of rocks were obtained from a boring

made by the Crown Land department on the property of the

Rothwell CoalCompany, at a point about one mile south of Minto.

Section No. t

Feet Inches

Clay and gravel

Sandstone, inierbedded with purple and blue

shale 10

Shale, red and blue 8

Massive blue shale 18

Grey shale—coal shale

Coal 1 «

Hard, grey day shale 6

Shale, red and blue 10

Fine grained blue sandstone 18

Coarse sandstone 102

Fine grained sandstone 35

Red shale 21

This boring, as well as several others in this district, was made

with the object of finding another coal seam at a lower level than

the one at present worked. The coal measures of the middle

Carboniferous, however, are thin in the Grand Lake basin, and

it is probable that the red shale at the bottom of the above section

belongs to the lower Carboniferous formation, which is barren

of coal. The following approximate section was obtained south

of Minto station, measured from the level of Gilchrist brook to

the surface at the New Brunswick Syndicate mine.



Section No. 9

Feet Ind
Drift 14 c

Grey and nurile thale with thin sandstone bands. 11 C

MaMi ,1 > \ Jay shale g c

G. -"v t 1 .! —1\ ,1 thaie \% e

Co 1 8

UghVi'" 'a^ -hale 4 %

Fine -toitier! kr* y sandstone, with shaly bands. 8
Purpi' .inn k:- ' 'thale 12

Coar c ;'>ii, ! , rey sar ^«^'>^» 16

90 2

Th( iiree v
. . nembers of the section are exposed at t

brook, ,.rid on 'k : d. The upper part of the section was sc

in a sh t, hpfn uu umbering was placed. The sections se

exposed in shafts on Loth the King and Barnes mines, a she

distance north of Minio, consist mostly of sandstone beds in t

upper portion, above the coal shale.

Nearly all of the upper shale and sandstone beds are missii

in some of the mines at Newcastle. These have been erode
and replaced by a thick covering of boulder clay, some of tl

hafts having been sunk the entire depth from the surface

the top of the coal seam through this material, a depth of 50 fe«

The general surface of the Carboniferous area, north of Grai
Lake, is level (Plate IV), but the rivers, and some of the small

streams, such as Newcastle brook, have cut deep trenches in tl

plateau, affording at places good natural exposures of portioi

of the coal measures. No sampling was done, however, except
the vicinity of the mines.

Shale Overlying Coal

The shale over the coal, referred to by the miners as the "co
shale," is the most important material in the area. As a sufliciei

thickness has to be removed, to obtain head room while minir
the thin coal seam, this shale has accumulated in enormot
quantities as waste heaps on the surface.

i V

k
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It is remarkably uniform, both in colour and texture, over

•everal iquare milee, and conuins tlie moat perfectly pre«erved

fowil planti foutwl in any of the rocks of the CarboniferouB perk)d

in the Maritime Province*. The shale weathers speedily on

expoaure, and when freah, if finely pulverized and tempered with

18 per cent of water, work* up to a mass of good plasticity which

can be readily moukkd in almost any type of clay working

machinery. The shjxpes moulded from it can be dried safely in

commercial driers working at 130° to 160« F. in about 24 hours.

The following table gives the dau for five samples, selected

at different points in the district, from the freshly mined shale

on the dumps.

1602 Canadian Coal Corporation, Salmon bay.

1S94 Barnes coal mine, Minto.

1817 Weltons coal mine, Minto.

107 Rothwell Coal Co., Minto.

Ill New Brunswick Syndicate, Minto.
J.

i The mine of the Canadian Coal Corporation is situated on

I Salmon bay on Grand lake, at a distance of about 7 miles east

I
of Mir to. The other mines mentioned above are within a radius

i of IJ mile* from Minto sUtion (See Fig. 1.)

enormous
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Laboratory number

Airshrinki^e

Cone 010

Fire shrinkage.

.

Absorption

Cone 05

Fire shrinkage.

Absorption

Cone 03

Fire shrinkage.

Absorption

Conel
Fire shrinkage.

Absorption

Cone 3

Fire shrinkage

.

Absorption

—

Cone 5

Fire shrinkage.

Absorption

—

Cone 9.

n

1602

%
1594

%

47

12*6

2
9-2

2*3

7-8

3-3

39

3-6

2-4

Softeni

1817

%
4-6

110

40
53

4-7

1-3

4-6

2-3

Softtni

40

10
7-8

2-6

5-5

3-7

29

40
1-2

107

%

40

1-3

100

30
60

4-7

40

111

%

40

20
8-8

2-0

80

4-4

30

4-6

2-2

40 30 6-7

10 2-9

4-7 30 5-7

1-7

Sofnnt Softens Sofuns

a, N.B.

These shales all bum to a light red steel hard body at cone 010.

The colour becomes deep red at cone 03, and brown or chocolate

colour at cone 5.

The shale to the north of Minto, and the one from Salmon bay,

do not stand quite as high firing as the others, but in other

respects their properties are similar. When made up by the dry-

pressed process, and burned to cone 03, a good, dense, steel hard

body was produced from all samples. The test pieces thus made

had a shrinkage of 35 per cent, and an absorption of about 4

per cent. The red colour of the dry-pressed bricklets was not so

good as that produced from some of the other shales in the

district



All of the samples burned, show that this shale will produce

structurally sound building materials, like common brick, face

brick, sewer brick, and fireproofing.
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Fig. 3. Fire •hrlnlnfte and alMorptlon currw of sliale ovwlying coal

••am, N«w Bruiuwicit Syndicate, Gfand Lalta coal area, N.B.

The fairly wide vitrification range of the shale from three

localities would indicate that these should be useful for the

manufacture of vitrified products. For this test, some short

lengths of 3 inch pipe were made in a hard screw press, and burned

in a commercial sewerpipe kiln at a temperature of cone 4. The

sample from the Rothwell Coal Company mine came out with

a rich coloured bright salt glaze. The body was vitrified, but did

not appear to be overfired. The sample pipe made from the shale

at the New Brunswick Syndicate mine gave the same results;

the salt glaze, and the condition of the body being good. The

sample from the Welton Bros, mine (See Plate V) did not appear

to give quite as good results, but this may be due to the position

of the piece in the kiln.

i.
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:, face

According to the results obtained from the preliminary tests,

the shales overlying the coal at these three localities are suitable

for the manufacture of sewerpipe, but it would probably be

better to do the salt glazing at cone 3.

Shale Underlying Coal

The underclay or shale underlying the coal seam is rather

massive in structure, with an irregular cleavage, and varying in

thickness from about 6 inches to 4i feet. It forms the floor in

the drifts at the coal mines and is not removed, unless where

trenches are sunk in it to provide drainage. The material

when in place is hard, and difficult to remove, but when carried

to the surface and exposed to weathering, it soon disintegrates

into a soft clay.

Samples of the underclay were taken for testing at six different

localities, as follows:

—

1

1601 Canadian Coal Corporation, Salmon bay.

1595 Northfield Coal Company, Minto.

1593 King Mining Company, Minto.

112 New Brunswick Syndicate, Minto.

1818 Welton Bros., Minto.

108 Rcthwell Coal Company, Minto.

1819 Flowe. Cove, Grand lake.

ppear

sition

I
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The following table gives the behaviour of each of the«

materials in firing, when made up wet moulded.

ShaUs Underlying Coal, Grand Lake Coal Area

Laboratory number

Water required . . . .

Air shrinkage

Cone 010

Fire shrinkage.

.

Absorption

Cone 05

Fire shrinkage.

.

Absorption ....

Cone 03

Fire shrinkage. .

Absorption

Cone 1

Fire shrinkage.

.

Absorption

Cone 3

Fire shrinkage.

.

Absorption

Cone 5

Fire shrinkage.

.

Absorption

Cone 9

Fire shrinkage.

.

Absorption

Cone 20

Cone 25

1601

%

15
4-8

10*2

2-6

4*6

2*3

2-6

2-3

-8

SofMM

1595

%
1593

%

24
6-6

•15

13*3

40
7-4

50
•8

60

14

30

100

1-6

6-8

4-6

2-3

112

%

15

4*0

10
100

10
70

2-7

4-3

2-7

4-2

40
3-2

Swdk

1818

%

16

50

10-6

1-7

60

2-3

4-8

30
2*4

Swells

108

%

15

3-5

150

120

10
110

10
10-7

1-3

100

20
80

23
9-4

Softens

All of these underdays work well when ground and tempere

with water. They have sufficient plasticity to enable them to I

worked into shape by any type of clay working machiner

Their drying qualities are good, so that they can be safely drie

in any type of commercial drier in use.

i



)8 1818

^0 %

23
•6 8-5

140

1 re
12-0

20
10-5

10 30
10-2

20 3-7

JO 6-8

2-3 3-7

9-4 4-5

fteni

SoftMM

The underclays vary far more widely in their behaviour in

burning, than the shales overlying the coal. Two of them are

refractory enough to be classed as second grade fireclays, while

some of the others soften so readily that they cannot even be

used for the manufacture of vitrified wares.

Shales Nos. 1601, 1595, 1593, 112, and 1818, are red, burnii^

and only of value for building brick manufacture, but could

probably be used for fireproofing. They would scarcely be worth

extracting, especially as the shale ovtrlying the coal, which has

to be removed in mining, will give as good or better resulte for

these purposes.

If the whole series of shales were opened up, and worked in

an open face, then these underclays could be used, either in

mixtures with the upper shales or used alone for special purposes.

These underclays would require to be burned slowly, as, owing to

the carbon which they contain, they have a tendency to swell at

the higher temperatures.

An experiment was made in order to ascertain the value of

these shales for use in a sewerpipe body. A sample consisting of

two parts of the shale over the coal, and one part of the underclay,

both taken from Weltons Bros, mine, was made up into short

lengths of 3 inch pipe. These samples were burned in a sewerpipe

kiln, firing to cone 4. The pieces took a good salt glaze, but the

body was slightly swelled. Better results would probably be got

by firing only to cone 3. Shales Nos. 108 and 1819 are high grade,

buffing burning materials. The clay from the Rothwell Coal

Company mine (108) could be used for many purposes where

a semi-refractory brick was called for, such as boiler settings,

coke oven blocks, stove linings. When dry-pressed and burned to

cone 3, it makes a very desirable brick for facing buildings or for

mantels. Fused iron specks begin to appear on :hc surface of the

bricks at this temperature, and these dark specks in contrast with

the bufi tone seem to add to its appearance.

A sample of this shale was made up into short lengths of 3 inch

pipe, and burned in a commercial i*werpipe kiln at cone 4. It

takes a good salt glaze, with the buff colour of the body showing

through it. The body was not vitrified in this test, but the glaze
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with which it is covered protects the body and renders the ware

impervious to moisture. A high grade sewerpipe, with a denser

body, could probably be obuined by salt glazing it at cone 6.
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Flft.3. Fire shrinkageaiMlabsocptloiicurTes of shalsundw coal •••»,

Rotbwall Goal Co., Gimnd Lako coal ar«i, N.B.

It is quite likely that this shale when mixed with a portion of

the shale overlying the coal, would produce a good quality of

electrical conduits.

Flower Cove

Situated about 4 miles south of Minto, on an inlet of Grand

lake. The shale underlying the coal seam at this locality is

light grey in colour and about 4 feet in thickness. It is the

most plastic of any of the undercUys in this district, and also

the most refractory. It bums to a denser body than the under-

i
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cUy at the Rothwell mine, which is most like it in character.

The wftening point of the material falls about two cones below

that of the requirements of a fireclay, but it is refractory enough

to be classed as a No. 2 fireclay. It burns to a bufi coloured body

at the lower temperatures, while at cone 5 and higher the colour

becomes grey.
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Pig. 4. Fin •hrinkafte and abwrpHon curves or shale under c««l

•cam. Flower cove. Grand Lake coal area, N.B.

ThU material has the characteristics of a stoneware clay,

and a quantity of it was sent to Foley Bros.' pottery at St. John,

for trial in the manufacture of stoneware articles. It has a rather

high shrinkage, but if sufficient "grog" were added, it could

probably be used for the manufacture of architectural terra-cotta,

electrical conduits, and sewerpipe. The curve for shrinkage and

absorption of this material is given in the diagram, Fig. 4.
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OTHER SHALES AT MINTO

A shaft which was being sunk on the property of the New
Brunswick Syndicate gave an opportunity of sampling the shales

in the upper part of the shale beds at Minto. The sample cor-

responding to member No. 2, as given in Section 2, page 50,

when finely ground, took 15 per cent of water in tempering.

It was very gritty, and had only a low plasticity. The shrinkage

on drying was only 3 per cent, and it can be dried as rapidly as

desired with safety. In burning, it behaves as follows:—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorption

%
Colour

010

05

03

1

3

10
15
1-7

114
104
9*8

80
93

Ughtred
Light red

Red
Dark red

Dark red

The lov plasticity and shrinkage of this shale are probably

owing to thin layers of sandstone, interbanded with it. The

burned test pieces show no sign of vitrification at cone 3. This

material would probably give better results when mixed with the

more easily vitrifiable shale which lies immediately below it ir

the shaft. This is a massive grey, hard shale marked No. 3 ir

Section 2, and lies just above the coal shale. When ground and

nuxed with 13 per cent of water, this shale, although very gritty

liad a fair amount of plasticity. Its working qualities are good

and it can be dried as rapidly as desired with safety, the drying

shrinkage being only 3 per cent. The tensile strength is about 5(

pounds per square uich.



The burning teste are as follows:—

1

Light red

Light red

Dark red

Dark red

ThU shale bum. to a steel hard body at cone 05 Wh*" »>urn^

to cone 1 it ha. a dense tough body, somewhat of the character

l^i^ in a^ving brick. Ite limit of safe burning is about

Zta^wheTfi^ higher the shale will soften and deforn.

n a good material for use in the manufacture of common

brie" sJler brH k or drain tile. When dry-pressed and burned to

S^e wTIt will produce a good red face brick, with a dense steel

hard body and an absorption of only 5 per cent. ^^
^e rfiale marked No. 8 in Section 2 (pa^e 48) » «P««d °" *e

road which crosses Gilchrist brook, leading south^.^ f™m

S^nto. The outcrops occur on the old portion of th» road atite

Bteeoest ttrade, near its junction with the main road. The shale

uSeftn dive and 'reddish colours, and softens readily on

"?^e":im;rtatnTrom this deposit, when finely ground and

^xed with'lS per cent of water, worked up to a ma« o^^medium

plasticity. It was very gritty, but worked and dried well.

Thed^g shrinkage was 35 per cent, and the tensile strength

98 pounds per square inch. Burning teste are as follows:-

Cone

010

05

03

1

Fire shrinkage

%

10
17
50
57

Absorption

%

122
44
40
30

Colour

Red
Red

Dark red

Dark red
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This it a good brick material; it buriu to a deiue tteel hard
body at cone 05. Its plasticity is not very high, but could be

improved with wet pan grinding, so that the material could be

used for hard burned fireproofing, wire cut brick, and drain tile.

When made up by the dry-pressed process and burned to cone 06,

it gives a solid bright red colour without specks, the body being

hard and the absorption 9'5 per cent. It burns to a deeper red

colour at cone 03, when the body becomes steel hard and the

absorption 6*5 per cent. This shale gives the best results for

dry-presaed, red face brick, of any so far tested in the Province.

It may be readily seen from the results of the foregoing tests

that the Grand Lake district is worth the attention of clayworkers

in search of various materials. The New Brunswick Coal and
Railway Company's line, which hitherto had its terminus at

Minto, is now being extended to Fredericton. This will afford a

direct outlet from the district toward the west for manufacturers.

DUNSINANE

There is a comparatively small area of the rocks of the coal

formation at Dunsinane, in Kings county, about 30 miles south-

west of Moncton, near the line of the Intercc^onial railway. The
coal seam that occurs here was opened for working in 1910, at a
point on the bank of a small brook about half a mile northeast

of Dunsinane station. The coal seam is 22 inches thick; it is

underlain by bandstone and shale, and overlain by sandy shale,

a portion of the latter being removed and brought to the surface,

in order to provide head room for working the coal. The coal mine

was operated for about six months, but water came in so fast,

that the work was stopped.

The shale that occurs over the coal is apparently a massive

rock when freshly mined, but it develops thin laminx on weather-

ing, and after prolonged exposures breaks down to a soft crum-

bling mass.

A sample of this shale taken for testing was mixed with 15

per cent of water, and found to work up easily into a fairly

plastic, but very gritty body. It developed greater plasticity
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than itt sandy nature would lead one to tutpect. The drying

shrinkage was 36 per cent, and the tensile strength only 33

pounds per square inch. It behaved as follows in burning:—

Coat

010

06

08

1

3

5

Fire shrinkage

%

•6

33
40
37

Swollen

Absorption
{rr

/O

11-4

9-4

5-6

4 1

60

Colour

Light red

Light red

Red
Dark red

Dark red

This material has a dense tough structure, and is burned almost

tovitrificationatcone 1. It has a considerable temperature range

above cone 1, before it begins to swell and deform. The behaviour

of the test pieces in burning, and the character of the body pro-

duced, suggest its use for paving brick. Its working qualities m
the raw state could be improved by grinding in wet pans so that

it could be worked in stiff mud machinery, and flow through a

die in a compact bar.

BEERSVILLE

Beersville lies about 10 miles southeast of Harcourt, a station

on the Intercolonial railway, and is connected with the main road

by a switch. It lies in the Coal Measures area, and the beds

outcrop on the slopes of a crescentic hill, formed by a bend in the

river.

The coal bed, which is about 16 inches thick, is roofed by a very

smooth shale, with some plant remains, and not over 4 to 5 feet

thick, as sandstone outcrops that disUnce above the coal seam.

Underiying the coal is a soft, dark bluish-grey shale, which is called

fireclay. These two are found in all the drifts which are run in on

the seam (See Plate VI A).

1 The coal is worked by the Imperial Coal Company.



The over clay, which it the harder of the two, is not highly

plastic, and worka up with 166 per cent of water to a maw whoM

air thrinkage wai 4-6 per cent, and average tensile strength when

dried 87 pound* per square inch.

At cone 010 its fire shrinkagr ixnA ab(»i»**«« were reapectively

per cent and 10"23 per cent,

At cone 08 they were respectively^ ^P^<*m« a«»d !• V <****•

The shale burned to a hard body with a fair ring at cone 010,

but was barely hard enough ; it became steel hard at cone 08, and

at cone 1 was a little beyond vitrification. When naoulded dry-

press it gave a hard body at cone 03. The clay needs to be slowly

burned on account of its carbonaceous character, but could be

used for pressed brick. It would, however, have to be worked in

conjunction with the coal.

The under clay, when freshly token from the mine, is not highly

plastic, but weathering would no doubt improve ito quality m thit

respect. In the laboratory it worked up with 202 per cent of

water to a mass whose air shrinkage was 7 per cent, and average

tensile strength 103 pounds per square inch. It gave a fair bnck

at cone 010, with a fire shrinkage of —2-3 per cent, and absorption

of 13'64 per cent, but not very good colour.

At cone 05, the fire shrinkage was 2 per cent, ab«)rption 867

per cent, bricklet steel hard, and colour red. It was vitnfied at

cone 1. and a good dry-pressed brick obtained at cone 03. The

shale has to be fired slowly on account of iu carbon contents.

The material is not a fireclay.

STONEHAVEN

Upon the shore of Chaleur bay, about 50 feet of fine

shales, giey, green, or red in colour, with limestone nodules,

extend for several miles in the coastal cliffs about Stonehaven

resting upon grey sandstone (Plate VII). An average wmple

of the upper 15 feet of the shale was token from the cliff, at a

point beside the road, and near the Presbyterian church. The

shale was soft on the surface, from exposure to weathering, but on

stripping a foot or so from the outcrop, the harder shale was

reached. The portion sampled contained no sandstone band, or



any mattrial which would have to be dlicaided in irnntng The

Ule eflerve«» when add » applied, but la not highly calcareoua.

When ground and mixed with 17 per cent of water.
»»

J»«>'«» «P

TTtSm of medium pUatlcity. It would probably g^ve good

DlaaUcity if ground in a wet pan. It can be dried rapidly, after

So«lding. in a«y type of commercUl drier The drytag .hnnkage

^ 6 per cent, and the ten«ie strength of the raw day wa- 139

pound* pff square inch.

The burning tetts were as follows:—

Cone

010

06

08

1

3
5

9

Fire shrinkage

%

10
3*5

44
60
6-6

70
Fused

Absorption

%

125
88
50
30

CohNir

Refl

Ht-d

Red

Dark red

Brown

A dry-pressed bricklet was burned to cone 03: it had a fire

shrinkage of 35 per cent and the absorption, 4 per cent. The

bricklet was steel hard, but shows numerous buff specks on the

red face.. This shale is suitoble for the manufacture of wire cut

brick, face brick, drain pipe, fireproofing. and probably for paving

brick.

A portion of the shale was ground to pass through a 10 mesh

sieve, and made into short lengths of 3 inch pipe in a hand press.

The pipe samples were burned in a sewerpipe kiln at cone 4,

they came out structurally sound and with a good even salt glaze.

They appeared, however, to have been fired at a temperature

rather too high for the material. If ground finer and burned to

cone 3. this shale would probably have given better results m

the sewerpipe teat.
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The shale is not suitable for making a soft burned product,

because if underburned, the lime particle will air slake, and cause

the bricks to crumble. WTicn fired to cone 03 or higher, the

material is perfectly safe, as the lime at these temperatures is

rendered harmless, by entering upon the vitrification stage.
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Fig. 5. Fir* •hrlokage and abMrptloti curvM of shale, StonahMTMi,

Gloucester county, N.B.

The deposit has little or no overburden, and is well situated for

transportation either by steamer or railway. It is unlikely that

it could be worked for any length of time at the point sampled,

but it can probably be found a short distance back from the sea-

shore, on the line of the Caraquette railway.



CLIFTON
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The sea-shore difiF is over 100 feet high at Clifton, and shows

a section of alternating beds of sandstone clays, coal, and shale^

These beds do not appear at Stonehaven-^hich is about 2

miles northeast of Clifton-a» the dip of thejocks cames them

to below sea-level at that point. None of the beds of shaleat

Clifton are thick enough to be workable, but two of the clay beds

are of interest, as they were said to be fireclays.

The lower clay bed occurs at about 6 feet from the bottom

of the section; it is about 41 feet thick and varicoloured. It

underlies a thin coal seam.

The upper clay is about 50 feet above the beach; it is about

4 feet thick, and grey in colour. Like the lower bed .t is much

softened at the outcrops, and also underlies a seam of coal a few

inches in thickness. A small sample of each bed was uken for

testing, but as they are both very much alike m character, only

the results for the upper one are given.

This clay or shale when mbced with 20 per cent of water forms

a highly plastic, smooth body, which has a drying shrinkage of

6 per cent.

The results obtained in burning are given below:—

Cone

1

3

9

15

Fire shrinkage

%

10
1-3

14
Fused

Absorption

%
13-4

113
66

Colour

Buff

Buff

Buff

The material is not a fireclay, but it will make a good face

brick for buildings or mantels, and is of a desirable colour when

burned for this purpose.

If dry-pressed and burned to cone 1. it makes a beautiful

golden buff brick with 2 per cent fire shrinkage and 11 per cent

absorption.
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If burned to cone 3, fiued iron spoU will appear on the surface,

giving that speckled effect, so much esteemed in the higher class

building brick. If burned to cone 9, the bricks become overfired

and will stick together.

Both beds of clay are rather high in their lime content, and if

underburned will crumble after short exposure to the weather,

but they are perfectly safe if burned to cone 1.

In the vicinity of Clifton, these beds would have to be worked

by drifting and timbering, but the expense of doing so would be

too great, as the clays are not valuable enough. The dip of the

beds would carry them to the surface at a point a short distance

southwest of Clifton, when a considerable quantity of the clay

might be mined at the outcrops or by doing a slight stripping.

The following localities in which shak beds and coal seams

are known to occur in combination were not visited, as no devel-

opment work has been done at these points up to the present.

It is impossible to arrive at any definite conclusions regarding

the character and extent of these materials, unless they are opened

up in the processes of mining, or where natural sectioos are

exposed, which is not the case in these localities.

CLONES, QUEENS COUNTY

Shales associated with coal seams occur on the Nerepis river,

about a mile above the mouth of Wilson brook. The coal seam

is 2 feet 8 inches in thickness but contains a clay parting of 2

inches; and is said to be underlain by soft grey shales; and

several shale beds occur on the Nerepis river bek»w the coal

outcrop. Transportation facilities do not exist at present for

the working of this locality.

COCAGNE RIVER

In the county of Kent, a coal seam about 7 iaches m thidoiess,

overlain by grey shales, is exposed on the north ba«k of the

Cocagne river, about 3 miles from its mouth. In a record of

a boring made at this p«nt in 1901, this riiak is referred to as

being mariy, or calcareous, so that in all probabiity it is not a

fireclay.



CAPE ENRAGE

The middle Cartwrffcrou. lock. are ocpc-ed In a lurrow belt

in the southern p-rt o« Albert county «tend.ng tro™C*pe

Emage to the mouth of Shepody river, with an average b«^h

inland o« half a mUe. The rock, for the greater part ofA-^
tance are grey sa-diton-. fWMi. fine conglomerate. ^-TJ
extensive beds of grey Aale. »"««"»•' •*'"'»lr*lL^^
Tn inch to two inches or more in thickne-^together w.th ca*bo^

ized remains of plant stems and t.ee triMks, occw m some of

S« sTnTtone bSs. but there is no workable coal seam m this

locality, and no transporution facilities.

CHATHAM

A bed of shale occurs about 2 miks s««*ewt of Chatham.

Itt«™«d at the ro^Wde o« tl« west b«*^ >«o™^ ^rook.

i^ISS- being about 15 feet. The shale is h-tad m nri and

^ colours. It weathers very read^and beco««
<*«^f^^

^outcrop.. The plastidty and wwking propert.« of Ae

LpletaluXm this locality w«« good. ^^<^^""^
was about 5 per cent. The burning terts are as follows.-

Cone

010

05

03

1

3

5

Fire shrinkage

%

20
73
50
60

Swells slightly

Absorption

%
Colour

150
»9
64

Light red

Light red

Red
Dark red

Brown

This shale bums to a steel hard body at cone 05 and becomes

vitrified at cone 1. It will stand firing at cone 3 or 4 without

softening or deforming. If burned to a lower temperature than

cone 03. wares made from this shale will dismtegrate and crur^

on exposure to air. «> that a soft burned product cannot be made



from it. The crumbling of the underburned ware is caused by the

slaking of numerous coarse particles of lime which the shale

contains. When the shale is burned to cone 1, the lime particles

become fused with the remainder of the body, and the wares

burned to this temperature are perfectly safe to use.

This shale flows smoothly through a die, and may be used for

the manufacture of hollow ware. It takes a good salt glaze at

cone 2 or 3, so that it might be used for making sewerpipe. It

also makes a good sound dry-pressed brick if burned sufficiently

hard.

This was the only workable shale bed noted m the locality.

Some thin beds of shale occur in the vicinity of Newcastk, and

along the north bank of the Miramichi river, but they occur

mostly underlying sandstone beds, so that they are inaccessible

to the dayworker.

MONCTON

The middle Carboniferous formation underlies the district

the vicinity of the city of Moncton, and the shales of this aeries

outcrop at a few points. Some small samples were exaiawri

from a bank of shales which occur almost within the city iiain.

They were submitted by Mr. Matthew Lodge. The upper mrt

of the bank is a reddish brown clay, resembling the surface csays

used fw brickmaking in several parts of the Province, but it nnay

be a weathered shale. It makes a good quality of red brick at

cone 010; the clay is almost vitrified at cone 03, and it softens at

cone 3. The air and fire shrinkages of this material are high,

and it is not suited for the manufacture of vitrified wares.

The sample from the middle of the bank was undoubtedly a

weathered grey shale. It burned to a light red, steel hard ' Jy

at cone 010, with an absorption of only 8 per cent. It burned to

a greyish body, which was almost vitrified, at cone 3, but at this

temperature it shows a tendency toward swelling and black

coring. It is, however, a good building brick material, and could

probably be used for fireproofing.
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The sample from the bottom of the bank was also a weathered

grey shale. It was very plastic, and appeared to have good work-

ing and drying properties. It burned to a salmon coloured steel

hard body at cone 010, with low fire shrinkage and absorption.

When burned to cone 3, the body was buff coloured and vitrified.

As this clay was the most refractory of the three, one of the

bricklets made from it was burned in a commercial sewerpipe

kiln at cone 4. Although the shale took a good salt glaze, the

surface was pitted and roughened by the fusing out of iron specks,

and the body was slightly swollen, showing a black core, with

vesicular or honeycombed structure. It is possible that this

trouble is due to the presence of both iron pyrite and carbonaceous

matter in the clay.

If the pyrite occurs in large pieces, it may be picked out in

mining and discarded, but if it occurs disseminated throughout

the shale, then the shale should be exposed to weathering for

a few months before using. The bad effects due to the carbon-

aceous content might be overcome by slow firing during the

oxidation stage in burning. If this treatment were carried out m
the processes of manufacture the material should give good

results for sewerpipe.

A small sample of clay and one of shale were obtained from the

Wilbur farm, a few miles from Moncton. The clay was reddish

in colour, and had good plasticity and working qualities. The

tests made on it show that it is probably the red Pleistocene day.

used for the manufacture of common brick and drain tile.

The shale was evidently one of the middle Carboniferous beds.

It burned to a clean buff coloured body, and took a good uniform

salt glaze, so that it is a proper sewerpipe material. This shale

appears to be free from the defects found in the lower shale at

Moncton.

UPPER CARBONIFEROUS

The strata of the upper Carboniferous in the southeastern part

of New Brunswick consist generally of soft reddish or purple

brown sandstone, grits, and shales. They occupy the central

portion of the Maringouin peninsula; the sea-coast cliffs on the

eastern side exhibit a fine section of the rocks.
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SACKVILLE 1

In the vicinity of SackvUle. the upper Carboniferoui strata

af« well exposed at several points. The rocks hwe are pnncipally

soft brownish or f«l sandstones with intersttatified conglomerate

and shale. The shale beds appear to be rather »Wn.fndo]^J?8 *°

their porition. in the series are not very a<^''>lf°' '^S"?/,.
A small sample of shale from about one nule north of SackviUe

was tested, and found to have good plasticity and
'""J'^K

quaUties. It burned to a good sound red body at cone 010. Ttas

shale would make good common brick, but could not be used

for the manufacture of vitrified ware as its fusing pomt was too

low.
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CHAPTER V

CRYCTALLINE AND METAMORPHIC ROCKS.

Rocks of this character are mosUy confined to the w«tern and

southern portions of the Province, and the areas "nde'»a«^

them are more rugged and stand at higher elevations than those

which the Carboniferous formations underhe.

The crystalJine rocks include granites, diorites, felsites. etc..

whUe the metamorphic rocks are generally slates and quartata.

These are all of Pre-Carboniferous age. None of these rocto are

of plastic character, nor do they become plasuc when fine y

ground, and while they have no doubt weathered down to fairiy

Ltensive deposits of residual day in the past, these have been

mostly removed by glacial action.

There are evidences that post glacial weathering of some of

the crystalline rocks has resulted in small deposits of residual

clay which will be referred to briefly.

RESIDUAL CLAY

Several extensive outcrops of dolerite and felsite occur iii the

northern portion of the Province. These rocks form high ndges

or hills which sometimes have an elevation of 1.500 feet above

the sea. They contain small pockets and seams of residual day

but none of them was found which was large enough to be ol

economic value.

ReddUh grey or buff cokwred felsitic lodi^ occurring along the

line of the Intercolonial raflway at Campbellton. conumed some

softened portions, a sample of which was collected for testing.

As it is possible that the large bodies of these rodcs that occur

tbis neighbourhood may contain a deposit large enough to

be workable, tlie results of these tests are given to show the value

of the material.
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The residual clay when tempered with water has good plasticity

and working qualities and a shrinkage on drying of 5 per cent.

It bums to a hard buff coloured body at cone 3, which had an

absorption of 8 per cent. When burned to cone 9, the fire shrink-

age is fi per cent, and the absorption 3 per cent. As the clay

softens at oone 30, it is not a fireclay, but it could be used for

purposes where a semi-refractory material would answer. It is

likely to make an excellent sewerpipe body, or even be suitable

for the manufacture of architectural terra-cotta. The fresh or

hard felsite, when crushed and ground to pass a 20 mesh sieve,

is not plasuc but it could be used by the dry-pressed process for

making a high grade face brick for buildinf:s.

A sariiple of the ground rock was dry-pressed and burned to

cone 3. It produced a very fine ornamental face brick of attractive

and unusual colour, with an absorption of 12 per cent, and a

steel hard body, but would probably give better resulte if burned

to cone 5. A brick of this quality and colour would bring a high

price for use in large cities. The cost of grinding such a hard

material fine enough to use would probably be prohibitive.

A small outcrop of mottled red and white clay, which is prob-

ably due to the decay of felsitic rocks, occurs on the shore near

sea-level on the property of Mr. Robt. St. Onge, about 3 miles

east of Campbellton.

It was very plastic, but quite gritty; its air shrinkage was high,

and the moulded test pieces cracked slightly in drying. It burns

to a vitrified body at cone 3, the total shrinkage being 13 per cent,

at this temperature. The softening point is about cone 10.

As the results were poor when made up wet moulded, a sample

was dry-pressed and burned to cone 1. This resulted in a \ery

fine face brick of rich buff colour. The extent of the deposit is

unknown, but it is inaccessible at the locality sampled.

The largest amount of residual clay resulting from the weath-

ering of felsite was seen on Louison creek, at a point about 5 miles

southwest of Jaquet River station on the Intercolonial railway.

Quite a large extent of reddish felsite was softened to a depth of

several feet, the weathered portions being light and dark grey

or red in colour. A small sample of the clay collected from this

deposit was tested, but the results were poor, and the material

has little or no value in the clay working industry.



SILURIAN SLATES

The dates of Silurian age are the most widespread of the

metamorphic rocks. For the most part they are compact and

massive in appearance, but. in some localities, their cleavage is

so well developed, and they break down so easily, that they

resemble shales. Although the»' rocks were originally sediments

of the same character as those which produce shales, the meto-

morphic processes to which they were subjected has altered them

ao much that they are not plastic.

The rfialy appearance of the SUvirian rocks exposed in the

Matopedia River valley, along the line of the Intercolonial railway.

U very pronounced. A small sample of them was collected at

Matapedia junction for the purpose of testing. This material,

when finely ground and tempered with water, did not possess

enough plasticity to be properly moulded into shape.

When burned to cone 03. it produced a soft, chalky body

having a high absorption. It contains a large percentage of lime,

and is quite useless for the manufacture of clay products.
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CHAPTER VI

in

PLEISTOCENE Cl.VYS

The unconsolidated clays that occur on. or near, the lurface.

to largely used for brickmaking. are of r. -nt origin, and belong

to this group. These clay^ fr.iucnily h a stratified or banded

structure; they are free from pebbles, . nd have good plasticity.

They are generally underlain by boulder day, a material which is

too stony for use in the clay industry (Sev 'late IX B).

The boulder clay is a glacial produ. t, consisting )1 a hetero-

gfneous mass of materials from various sources, movetl and dis-

tributed by an ice sheet. The overiying stratified clay is of marine

origin, accumulated during a depress'-in of the sea coast and the

main valleys of the Proving A good deal of the clay has been

eroded or worn away since its emergence, so that it only occurs

in patches of various extent. It is found in terraces on the sea

coast or along the principal rivers, up to a height of 200 or 300

feet above sea-level. The m ratified clay varies m thickness

from a few feet to 40 or 50 .eet, but it is frequently overlain

by sand beds which may be so thick as to render the underiying

clay inaccessible to the dayworker.

The stratified surface clay is useful to the small industry, of

limited means, inasmuch as it is easily mined, and can be sent to

the brick machine without any previous preparation. It can be

burned to a sufficiently dense body for building brick in the ordin-

ary clamp or scove kiln, which requires no outlay of capital,

other than the cost of labour in setting the brick.

This clay is usually very fine in grain, and highly plastic, but

its softening point is low, so that it cannot be used m the manu-

facture of vitrified wares. Its usefulness is limited to the manu-

facture of common brick and field drain tile.

The surface clays in New Brunswick will produce probably at

good quality of common red building brick as any made from a

similar source in Canada.



ST. JOHN

Several Urge patches of surface cUy« occur in the vicinity oC

St John, which are worked for brickmaking at two point..

A .mall Mmpie for teating purpo«» wa. token from the clay

bank at Mr. John Lce'a brickyard at Courtney bay.

ThU was a reddish brown, stratified clay, free from pebbles,

and without any appreciable overburden^ >» ^^•J'VJ"*
grained. 96 per cent passing through a 200 mesh sieve. When

tempered with water it forms a smooth, plastic Ixxly. which works

easily, and gives no trouble in drying. Its drying shrinkage is

65 pa cent. The burning tests are as follows:—

Cone

010

05

08

1

Fire shrinkage

%

10
30
90

Softens

Absorption

%

160
130

Vitrified

Colour

Light red

Red
Dark red

The clay bums to good red body, which is almost steel hard at

cone 010. When burned to cone 05, the body is quite steel hard,

and the colour better. When fired to higher temperatures,

it shrinks considerably, and is liable to soften and deform.

It is an excellent common brick clay. and. owing to its smooth-

ness and good working qualities, is also suitoble for the manu-

facture of drain tile and flower pots, but vitrified ware cannot be

made from it.

ST. STEPHEN

The sample of clay from this locality was token from Mr.

Hartford's brickyard, situated at the outskirts of the town. The

day bank is about 9 feet thick; it is overlain by about a foot ot

gravelly and sandy loam. The clay is stratified and of a motUed

blue and yellowish colour. A considerable thickness of blue clay

underiies the portion which is worked.
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The working and drying qualities of this clay are very go -i.

It comes through a die in a very smooth pipe, and is suitable for

the manufacture of farm tile.

Its shrinkage on drying is 6 per cent. It burns to a light red
steel hard body at cone 010, with an absorption of 12'4 per cent,

but the fire shrinkage is rather higher than usual for this variety

of clay. When burned to cone 03, the shrinkage is excessive,

and the body vitrified.

The clay makes good common brick, but a small quantity of

sand should be added to it so as to reduce the shrinkage. The
commercial limit of burning would be about cone 07 (1850° F).

The clay deposit from which the sample was taken is part of

a marine terrace, which extends for a considerable distance up
the valley of the St. Croix river.

FREDERICTON

There is a good exposure here of estuarine clay, about one
mile north of Fredericton. The clay is clearly laminated (Plate

X B), yellowish above and bluish below. The total thickness

ranges from 18 to 27 feet, the clay being underlain by a stony
sand. It is evident that the top and bottom surfaces of the clay

are uneven. Thus, to the south the clay thins out up the slope,

while toward the St. John river it dips under the flood-plain

sand deposit, having a thickness of 6 to 14 feet.

The blue bottom clay outcrops in the river hank at low water,
it is evidently part of an extensive deposit, as clay of this type is

said to underlie the whole of the city of Fredericton. The clay
used at Ryan's brickyard is classed as a good grade of common
brick clay, and has the following qualities, which are character-

istic of the New Brunswick estuarine clays.

The material is very plastic, and workb jp with 23 per cent of

water to a good working body. The shrinkage on drying is 7"8

per cent, and average tensile strength 109 pounds per square
inch. On fuU sized bricks the drying shrinkage is somewhat less.

.^
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The material is quite free from sand, as 94 per cent of it passes

through a 200 mesh sieve. It behaves as follows in burning:

—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorption

%
Colour

010

05

03

1

36
10-3

Fused

220
17

Red
Dark red

Chocolate

The clay bums to a fair colour, and good hard body at cone

010, but if burned to cone 05 the shrinkage is too great. The
best results for brickmaking would probably be produced by
burning to cone 08 or about 1800° F. This material will also

make field drain tile.

SUSSEX

No brick clay occurs in the immediate vicinity of the town of

Sussex, but at a distance of about 3 miles to the northwest of

the town, a small patch of reddish clay 3 to 10 feet deep is worked

by Mr. John Heffer (Plate XI A).

Flg.«.

TsmperSitures expressnd in cones

Fire shrinkage and mbsorption cunre* of non-cjlcaraoiu
•urfac* clay, Sumo, N.B.

This clay, when tempered with 21 per cent of water, forms a
very plastic body with good working qualities. It contains some
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small angular rock particles, but as these are not limestone, they

give no trouble in the burnt brick. The drying shrinkage is 55

per cent, and the tensile strength 180 pounds per square inch.

The clay will stand fast drying. Burning tests were as follows:—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorptiou

%
Colour

010

05
03
1

3

05
08
70

Vitrified

Softened

120
104
1-8

Red
Red

Dark red

This is a good brick clay, burning to a red, almost steel hare

body at cone 010, with a low shrinkage and absorption. A dens<

hard brick with low absorption suitable for lining trunk sewer

can be obtained by burning to cone 05 or a little higher. Sample

of 3 inch pipe, made in a hand press and burned to cone 07 wen

smooth ard sound in structure, the absorption being 11 per cent

showing that the clay would make good field drain tile.

CHATHAM

Marine clays are worked at two points in the vidnity of thi

town, for making common building brick. One of these plant

is situated near the Nappan river about 3 miles east of Chathanr

The clay in the Nappan River valley is reddish in colour an

stratified, its thickness at the brick plant is 7 feet, and is underlai

by bed-rock. The clay appears to be much thicker, nearer t

the river.

When tempered with 22 per cent of water, this clay forms

smooth, highly plastic mass of good working qual'*''«», the dryin

shrinkage of which is 7 per cent. It burns to d hard re

body at cone 010, with 17 per cent for shrinkage, and 169 p«

cent absorption. If burned somewhat higher, it has a dark r€

body with a lower absorption. It is a good brick clay and shoul

make a strong, smooth drain tile.

ii
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The clay bank worked at Nelson, 6 miles southwest of Chatham,

consists of about 10 feet of stratified clay. The upper 7 feet of

this is of a yellowish colour, and conuins sandy layers, the

bottom portion of the deposi": is a smooth, blue clay.

A small sample of the blue clay was tested. When mixed with

24 per cent of water, it had good plasticity, but appeared to

contain much fine grit. Its drying shrinkage was 6 per cent.

The shrinkage on burning was less than the Nappan clay, the

absorption was about the same. Both clays have a high fire

shrinkage at cone 03, and are vitrified. Their melting point is

about at cone 2. These are excellent common brick clays, when

used by the wet moulded process, but are not suitable for the

dry-pressed process, or for the manufacture of vitrified wares.

The stratified clay that occurs at Nelson is part of a narrow

terrace which borders the valley of thi- Miramichi, at a short

distance from the bank of the river. The stratified clay only occurs

in patches along the river, being worn away for the most part,

so that the terrace consists mostly of the boulder clay which

formerly underlaid it.

BATHURST

A highly plastic, red, stratified clay occurs in terraces along

the Intercolonial Railway line south of Bathurst station. It is

used to a limited extent for brickmaking, a horsepower machine

being operated in the manufacture of common brick (Plate XII).

The upper part of the terraces is composed of beds of stratified

sand, which is available for mbdng with the clay to reduce shrink-

age in the latter. The clay from this point was not tested, but

it appears quite similar in properties to that used at Nappan river,

near Chatham. The deposit is well situated for transportation

purposes.

CAMPBELLTON

Terraces of marine clay occur along the line of the Intercolonial

railway, between Campbellton and Moffat station. It is a yellow-

ish, rather stiff, plastic clay, containing streaks of pebbles and

sand, and some scattered pebbles, but parts of the deposits are

altogether free from them.
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A small sample was taken from a railway cutting about if

miles east of Campbellton. The deposit at this point appears to

have a considerable thick ess, is free from pebbles, and has a

light overburden of sand. This clay required 30 per cent of water

;.>4
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Tempera.tures expressed in cones

Ftt. 7. Fire shrinkate and absorption curvM of calcareous

surface clay, CampbeUton, N.B.

for mixing, its plasticity was fairly good, but the body worke

rather short. The drying shrinkage was about 65 per cem

Burning tests are as follows:

—

Cone Fire shrinkage

%
Absorption

%
Colour

010

05

03

1

3

07
0-7

40
60

Softened

210
200
140
40

Light red

Red
Red
Red
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CHAPTER VII

THE CLAYWORKING INDUSTRY

Up to the present time the clay deposits of New Brunswick

have only been developed to a very limited extent.

Wooden construction prevails, to the exclusion of alnnoet all

other kinds, except in the business portions of the cities and

towns, because lumber has hitherto been plentiful and cheap in

this Province.

The danger irom extensive fires is always present when wooden

construction is so freely used in closely built communities. This

was evident in the total destruction of the town of Campbellton

by fire during the summer of 1910. Since then, the demand for

structural clay wares is increasing, but they are not yet used as

largely as they might be, because everything except common

brick has to be imported.

New Brunswick possesses in its Carboniferous rocks, certain

shale beds, adapted for making those higher grades of claywares

which cannot be produced in the Provinces of Quebec or Ontario,

where these raw materials are absent. Clayworkers will probably

find it to their advantage to locate works for the production of

materials, not only for home consumption, but also for export.

Proximity to markets, although desirable, is not so essential

to manufacturers of the higher grades of clay wares, such as face

bricks, paving bricks, sewerpipe, electrical conduits, fireproofing,

etc, as these materials are frequently transported for long dis-

tances. A plant equipped for a large output of common brick

can only be mainteined close to cities, where the demand for

them is constant during the greater part of the year. These

plants frequently represent a considerable expendit re of capital,

being furnished with artificial driers, continuoi kilns, and

machinery driven by steam or electric power. The surface clays

can be worked in a primitive manner, with a small outlay of

capital, to suit the demands of small towns or rural communities.

Such plants are able to maintain their position, because the price

of common brick would not pay the cost of carriage from large

centns where their manufa t re is carried on more sdentifically.
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When the need for underdraining the cultivated areas in tt

Province becomes more generally known, these days will ha>

a much wider application. Drain tile can be made from any .

the surface clays mentioned in this report. Tile are made froi

.tiff mud. usually by an auger machine havmg » "rcuUr di

although different styles of plunger machines and also har

presses are used in their manufacture. They are made in siz

Varying in diameter from 2 inches to 3 feet. Any mea,

of drying and burning may be used with the smaller sizes b.

the larger size* require considerable care to prevent crackin

Contrary to the popular notion, it is not necessary for dram ,

to be i^rous, so that they should be hard burned. Beside st

ficient hardness, the important requirements for drain tile a

straightness. uniformity of diameter, and smoothness of ends.

The only pottery in operation in the Province is l^ted

St John, on Loch Lomond Road. It is owned by J. W. Fol

and Company, who manufacture butter crocks, teapots, jars. a.

flower pots (Plate IX A). Most of the raw material is import

from the State of New Jersey.

The following details concerning the clay-working industry

the present time in New Brunswick are briefly given.

FREDERICTON

this c;

i tuar

I in 1

heel

prelirainj

M. Ryan and Son are the only brick manufar

(Plate lOA). The material used is a surface cl

type, somewhat similar in character to t.-

Annapolis, and Shubenacadie valleys of Nov -

is moulded in a soft mud machine, without .

pueging. but nevertheless makes a good grade of bnck. 1

?Sy moulded bricks are hacked out on the ground to dn^

tS afr. but since the writer's visit. Mr. Ryan has insul^

team krier. Burning is done in a Patent d°fl! fL^^?^,

downdraft kiln, each half having a capacity
o^
JO-OO^ ^nc

The brick settles 12 inches in 31 courses during the burning.



ST. JOHN

located at

. W. Foley

3, jars, and

} imported

industry o(

Two brickyards are in operation in the vicinity of this city.

The clays used are all similar, being evidently remnants of marine

or estuarine deposits laid down at a slight elevation above present

sea-level. The clays are smooth and plastic, and free from pebbles.

Any pebbles found in the finished bricks have probably come

from gravels overlying the clays.

The brickyard of Mr. John Lee is located on Courtney bay at

the Little river. The material used here is a tough, reddish brown

clay and worked to a depth of 6 or 7 feet below the surface. The

brick clay rests on a very hummocky boulder drift, which crops

out in a few places in the bottom of the pit. The clay, after being

broken down from the bank, is dumped into soak pits (Plate

XIV B) along with some sand, and kept there for a day or so

before going to the machine. Sand moulded or soft mud bricks,

some re-pressed bricks for facing buildings, and field drain tile

are manufactured. The freshly moulded bricks are placed on

covered pallet racks and air dried (Plate XIV A). There are

two downdraft kilns, two updraft case kilns, and one scove kiln.

The output is 25,000 bricks per day during the season, '..hich

are mostly sold in St. John.

ST. STEPHEN

" this city

, tuarine

I in the

he clay

preliminary

Drick. The

d to dry in

installed a

chambered

,000 bricks.

)urning.

There are two brick yards in operation near this town, making

soft mud brick and drain tile. The material used is taken from

a terrace of marine clay which occurs along the valley of the St.

Croix river.

Mr. JohnLaming has made bricks here during the last 31 years.

He uses a small stiff mud machine for making wire cut brick for

facing, and for drain tile. He also makes soft mud bricks, which

form the greater part of his output. The demand for drain tile

is intermittent, these are only made to order, and not stocked.

The principal object of interest is the tiles with which the

building is roofed (Plate XV). These tiles were made by Mr.

Laming, 22 years ago, from the clay in his own pit. These tiles

are S shaped, and although not hard burned, are still quite intact

for the most part.
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The brickyard operated by Mr. John Heffer ! situated a f

miles northwest of Sussex. The material used is a stiff, reddi

clay, from 3 to 10 feet in thickness, overlying boulder clay,

stiff mud machine driven by horse-power is used. The bricks i

hacked out on the open ground to dry, and afterwards burr

in a scove kiln.

The burned bricks contain some scattered, small pebbles a

clay lumps, showing the need of passing the day through ro

or through a long pug mill, to prepare the clay for the machi

As the clay is becoming too thin for working at this locality. 1

plant will shortly be moved to a fresh day deposit in the neii

bourhood.
MONCTON

The brickworks are located at Lewisville, 2 miles fr

Moncton (Plate XVI). The material made is a gladal d

situated almost at tide level, and underlain by boulder cli

The maximum depth of the clay is 7 feet. This plant is equipj

with a stiff m d machine, and steam driers. The burning is d(

in scove kilns. The brick clay also occurs at various points aroii

the dty of Moncton, but is worked only at this locality at prese

CHATHAM
There are two brick plants in the neighbourhood of Chatha

owned by the W. S. Loggie Company. The plant at Napj

river uses a stratified, red * h cLy, about 12 feet deep, lying

bed-rock, to which is addeu About 10 per cent of sand. Sj

moulded bricks only are made; they are dried on pallet rot

and burned in scove kilns. The bricks are set 36 courses higt

uie kiln, and the fuel used is dry spruce and tamarack. 1

output is hauled in wagons to the railway, and shipped pi

dpally to Campbellton. The working season lasts from

middle of May to December. An excdlent deep red, hard, bu

ing brick is produced at these works.

The plant at Nelson (Plate XI B) is worked in a sim

manner, and produces common brick of a quality very mi

like those at Nappan. This plant is better situated for transj

Ution, as the bricks have only to be hauled over the bridgeaa

the Miramichi river, to the railway station on the north ba

ii^-.
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Shale dump at Walton Braa. coal alM, Mints, Ckmknry countjr
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PLATE VI.

A. Vl«w of coal aia* at BMnTlU*. Kant county.

B. Diaiatatratad krick In acova kUn mada tnm unOarbumad Lewar

Carbonlfaroua ahala, Kant county.
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PLATE IX.

A. Folay Bro*.' pottwy, St. John.

B. StrmtlB«d marin* day, ovcriyint boulder cimy, Moonty't

brickyanl, St. John.
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PLATE ,.X.

A. Kilna mt Ryan's tiridqranl, Fradericton.

B. Cfaiy bank at Ryan'* tirickyard, Fredcricton.
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PLATE XI.

A. Thoa. Heflei >' brickyard, SuMer

B. LoUie C!oin]MUiy's brickyard, Nc '3u.
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PLATE XIV.

A. Diyinft racks, Lee's biicksrard, St. John.

B. Soak pita and clay bank, Lee's brickyard, St. John.
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INDEX.

A
Page.

Abtorption of clay, method of determining 88

Air shrinkage of clay, amount of

.

, ; i, m" " " " diminished by presence of sand "'„
" •' " " method of determining 8«

Air shrinkage of plastic day ; v ;., ; j i

Albert Mines. See Frederick brook. See Weldon creek.

Alkalies, presence in and effect on clay "
Analyses, see chemical analyses.

B

Ball<lay, definition of • .
.
.•••,•,• vVc m" deposits resembhng, m Musquodoboit valley, N.S a»

used for 2»

Barnes coal mine, Minto, test of shale from «
Bathurst, clay deposit at J»
Beersville, shale deposit at *
Black cores, due to carbon jW

Bbck coring, effect of water on *»

Boulder clay, see drift or boulder clay.

Brick, common, wire-cut, etc., material for, at Bathurst TV
•• " •• " " " " Beersville 03
•I •• " " " " " Campbellton 72, 80
" " " " ' Chatham 68,78

" " Chipman 44
• <• " " " " " Clifton 86
" '• " " Dorchester 42
<• " " " " " " rieurant Point, Gaspe 46
" " " " " " Frederick brook, near

Albert Mines 42
•' " " " " " " Fredericton 77

" " Grand Lake coal area . . 62, 84
•• " Harcourt 48
'" " •• " " " "Minto 6»,60

" " " Moncton 68
X •• •• " " " "Nelson 79
<< " " " " " "Plaster Rock 44
1. <• " " " " " Sackville 70
•• " " " " " " St. John 76
• " " " ' St. Stephen 76
•• •• " " " " "Stonehaven 68
<• < " " " " "Sussex 78
" " " " ' Weldon creek near Albert

Mines 41

Brickyards of?^ Brunswick, deicripUon of, at Fredericton 88
'•< " " " " " " Chatham 84
" " " " " " " Lewisviite 84
<• •' " " " " " Moncton, see Lewis-

viUe.
•I •• " " '• " " " Ndaon 84
II 11 •• <• '• " " SuMcx 84
M << <• •• " " " "St. John 88

• St. Stephen 88



Brickyardi of New Rrunswkic, deicription of, at Hartford's brickyard,
*°"'

St. Stephen.. ..'.. 76
" Hcffer'8 brickyard,

Sussex 77,84
' " Laming's brickyard,

St. Stephen 83
" Lee's brickyard,

.. „ ,
St. John 75,83

Loggie s bnckyard,
near Chatham... 84

" Ryan's brickyard,

Brooks' brickyard. New Glasgow, N.S.. partial an^lvni^of^T"
^^'

16BuR-buming properties of clays, cause of gBuff colour of burned clays, cause of iS
Burned clays, see colour of burned clays,

porosity of, see porosity.
Burning of clays, control of temperature 25" " " effect of presence of carbon 20

gypsum 22
.. ..

iron oxides 12,13,14
.. ., ,, „ .,

lime carbonates 18
»*™.- n
sulphur 21
wat«- 19. 21

on colour

.

14

Campbellton, clay deposit at m"
residual clay near 71 72Canadian Coal Corporation, Salmon bay, partial anlaysis of shaje

'

18
.'.'

.'.

?H'*r'*^P°!"'r**
is. 51. 64

<^ — r .. I J .
test of shale from 61.64Cape Enrage, shale deposits at . 01, o«

Carbon, method of burning off ^
/- "l

..presence in and effect on clay Ifi io 20
Carboniferous strata of New Brunswick, general charactw of.

'.'."
toChatham, clay deposit near ^" shale deposits at iS

Chemical analyses of clay, value of oL
" fireclay from Middle Musquodoboit. N.s! 31
,. ,

"
,

" Shubenacadie. N.S 31
kaohn from St. Remi d'Araherst. Que. .

.

29
stoneware clay from Flower Cove, N.B.

.

32
;; ;;

"^ " invemess,N.s ::::: U
.1 ^ / -• 1% * .

' " J^'t'dle Musquodoboit, N.S. . . 32
liases (partial) of clays Jg

" shale, from Brooks' brickyard. Nisw Glas-
^. . , . . .

gow, N.S 16Chemical changes in clay deposits, chan^ of colour 9

ChemKatly combined water, see water.
China-clay, {^operties and nature of jg

used for

Chemical analy

Chipman. shale deposit of.
2S«-nipnian. snale deposit of Ti

Clay, absorption of S
" air shrinkage of ^
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Pack.
Clay, alkalies, effect on 17

" ball-clay, see ball-clay.
" brick clay, occurrences of in New Brunswick, see brick.

' " see shale.
" " " " " " " " see clay deposit.
" " " properties of 34
" " " carbon in, see carbon.
" chemical analyses of, see chemical analyses of.

" china clay, see china clay.
" colluvial 4
" colour of 28
" composition of 1, 10
" " " see clay, substance in.

" definition of 1
" drift or boulder, see drift or boulder clay.
" estuarine, see estuarine clays.
" fireclay, see fire-clay.
" flood-plain and terrace, see flood-plain and terrace clay.
" fusibifity of 24, 38
" marine, see marine clay.
" marly, see marl.
" mineralogical composition of 1, 10
" origin of 1
" paper clay, see i>aper clay.
" physical composition of 1
" pipe<lay, see pipe-clay.
" Pleistocene of New Brunswick 74
" Portland cement, see Portland cement clay.
" refractory, sec refractory clay.
" residual, see residual clay.
" sedimentary, see sedimentary clay.
" sewerpipe, see sewerpipe clay.
" slip clay, see slip clay.
" stoneware, see stoneware clay.
" substances in and their effects, alkalies 17

" ' carbon 16,19
gypsum 16, 22

" iron oxides 12
' kaolinite 3, 10

' " " lime carbonate 16
' magnesia 16

pynte 21
sand 11,23

' ' silica 10
" " " " sulphur 15, 16, 21
" ' titanium 17
' water 17,18,21,23

" swamp a.iJ lake, see swamp and lake clay.
" testing of, tee testing of clay, also tests of clay.
" deposits, see also shale.
" deposit at or near Bathurst 79

Campbellton 79
Chatliam 78

' Fredericton 78
' " St. John 78

' " " St. Stephen 76
' " Sussex 77

" deposits, changes in, see chemical changes.
" " " " see consolidation of clay deposits.
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CUy de^orit^ chaagc* ia, tee mechanical change..
'**"•

^^ ^^
clwnge to ihale

. . .. a
j^

" origin of, aee origin of clay.
umplea, mode of making VTf iaayworking industry of New Brunawick '

.

"it
Clifton, ihale depont at 5{
Cloanea, Queena county, shale deposit at

.

Sa
Cocagne nver, shale deposit at SS
Colluvuil clay "2
Colour of burned clays a' ii' ia' ii ii'in o«
ColourofcUys .

». ". W. 14, 16, 20, ffl

^" " '' causeof.:;:.::: id,?'S
Combined silica, definition of.

«,¥,w,iw
Compontion of clay '"

r„„«.iM..- "i",
**«='*>'• «"i>»t»ncM present in.

Consolidation of clay deposits, cause of g jq

4a
Dorchester, shale deposit at
^«in tile, see pipe and drain tile.
Dnft or btalder cUy of New Brunswick, extent and character. .

.

74
clay, origin and form of 2

Dry-press test of clay

.

^
''''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

60
Dunsinane, shale deposit at.

Estuarine clay. New Brunswick, example of 7

P

"Fat " clay, definition of «.
Feldspar, used for fluxing Sj
Firecty from Middle Mwquodoboit N.S., chemical analysis of

.

.:...: 3Ifrom Shubenacadie, N.S., chemical analysis of ?i
^^

properties of
"

see also refractory clay.
standards of

_. " useof ;;;:;:.;:; a,
Fire-proofing material for, at Fleurant Point, Gasoe m

;; ;; ;;
"FiowerCove......."^.. ...::•.

8?
'.'. !' Grand Uke coal area 62,55Mmto jQ

30

30

Moncton

.

88
r~. . . , .

" " " Stonehaven «•
Fire shrinkage of day 2

•"
"i

.'.'
,'! *'^*"°(Pre^nceofquarti...'.'.'.'.'.., .!;;.;;; 29

" .. .. .. .. ,. „ ,',''"«* 11

E» „ . _ method of determining «•
neurant Point. Gaspe, shale depodt of .. 2
Flood-plaw and terrace clay, origin and form of. 78
!• lower ojye, N.B., stoneware day fror-, chemical analyaU oif . . . ! 'n

„ ^ refractory clay from m
CI • .

GiMd lake, teat of shale from 54Fluang action of alkalies jf
feldspar JI
ifon^Sde. .:::.:..';;;:: 3



Pact.
Fluxing action of lime carbonate 10

" " " magnena 16
titanium 17

Free lilica, definition of 10
Frederick brook, near Albert Mines, N.B., shale deposit of 42
Fredericton. clay deposit at 76
Fullers earth, properties and use of 33
Fusibility of clay 24, 38

" " " method of determining 38
Fusion of clay, caused by carbon 20

Glase, application of 3S
" produced from slip clay 32

Grand lake coal area, shale deposits of 46
shale overlying coal" 48
shale underlying coal" 53

strata of 46
Ground quartz, used for 29
Gypsum, presence in and effect on clay 9, 16, 22

H
Harcourt, shale deposit of 43
Hartford s brickyard, St. Stephen, clay from 76

'* description of 76
Heffer's briclnrard, near Sussex, clay of 77

"
Sussex, description of 77, 84

Intercolonial Coal Company, Westville, partial analysis of shale IS
Inverness, N.S., stoneware clay from, chemical analysis of 32
Iron oxides, presence in and effect on clays 10, 12

Kaolin, from St. Remi d'Amherst, Que., chemical analysis of 20
" definition of 3, 28
" nature and properties of 28
" occurrence at St. Remi d'Amherst, Que 20
" " in New Brunswick 29
" used for SB

Kaolinite, a component of kaolin 8
" presence in avd eftect on clay 10
" change to, by feldspars 3

King mine, Minto, N.B., partial analysis of shale IS

Lake clay, see swamp and lake clay.

Laming's brickyard, St. Stephen, description of SS
"Lean clay, definition of S4
Lee's brickyard, St. John, clay from 7S

•^ " " description of 83
Lime carbonate, presence in and effect on clay 0, 16
Loggie's brickyard, Chatham, description of 84
Louison creek, residual clay at 73
Lower Carboniferous shale deposits of New Brunswick 41



Magneria, prewnce in and effect on clay '^**S
M**!" JW' ""P" "•1 characters of . '5
Marl, definition and properties of. _''

Marly clay, fee marl. 88
Matepedia JuncUon, Que., slate from ... _-
Mechanical changes in clay deposits. *fMechanically combined water, see water. *

MM^ ' £r''*"iL"2!? '^^^ deposits of New Brunswick 4aMiddle Musquodoboit. N.S., tfe clay from, chemical analysis of a?

Minerjlogical composition of c^CT* "*^'"""' ''*^"'^ "na«y.i. of! .'^ M
Minto! test of dules'from " ** ^^^' »"»«"''«» P^«t in! '

Minto, tMt of shale from Barnes coal mine 5?
King Mining Company ij
New Brunswick Syndicate 61 M 88 S
Northfield Coal Company

.

0».M,88,8»

Rothwell Coal Company ki lu «
Welton's coal mine

"^
.^ 51' ff "Miramichi river,

Moncton, shalsMoncton, shals deposit at

.

Musquodoboit valley, N.S.,

deposit of kaolin near
61, 64, 66

20

deposit resembling ball-clay . .......... .^'^

N
Nappan River valley, clay deposit of --
Nelson, shale deposit at '8
New Bninswjck shale deposits, see shale deposits. "
New Brunswick Syndicate, Minto, test of sSale fron, gj, 54. 58. 59

Oil-bearing shales
Origin of clay VII.

'• " jL'**i''*^iT°**"*»*'>vo'ved... ..;,; 2
drift or boulder clay *

" " estuarine clay 8
*'

'' flood-plain and terrace clay 5
marine clay '

II
" residual clay •

II
"^ sedimentary clay 8

" " swamp and lake day §
Oxidizing effect during burning :, '

*0| «U

P

Paper clay, properties and use of . .

.

Paving bnck, material for, at Dunsinane 2?
.. II

" " Minto......:. tk
~ . ,

.." ' "Stonehaven.... ^
Physical composition of clay *"
P;ipeaiid drain tile, material for. at Chatham .'

. An 7I

.. .. ,.
tyand Uke coal area 52,66

™«^R«:k '44
=>*• John ^Q
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'AGB.

16
. 6
3fi

73
8

Pagb.
Pipe and drain tile, material (or, at St. Stephen 76

•'^ ' Stonehaven 68
Sua 78

Pipe-clay, propertie* and use of 88
Plaster Rock, shale depoiit of 44
Plastic clay, air shrinkage of 38
Plasticity, definition of 23

" diminished by presence of sand 11
Pleistocene clays of New Brunswick 74
Porcelain, clay used for 39
Porosity of burned clay, causes of 16

" " clay, effect of sand on 38
Portland cement, composed of 85

" " clay, properties of 85
Potterjr, manufactured at St. John 83
Pyrite in clay, removal of 31

Quartz, ground, used for 29
" presence in and effect on clay 10, 39

Rapid dn^ing of clay, method of testing 39
Red-burning properties of clay, cause of 9
Red colour of burned clay, cause of 12
Reducing effect during burning 14
Refractoriness, effect of sand on 11

Refractory clay, see fire clay.
" " from Flower cove. Grand L.ake coal area, N.B 30

" from Westville, N.S 32
Residual clay 2

" definition of 3
" " example of 3
" " deposits, form of 4

" near Campbcllton 71, 72
" " occurrence of in New Brunswick 71
" " from Louison creek 72

Results of tests of New Brunswick shales and clays, sec tests.

Rothwell Coal Company, Minto, test of shale from 51, 64
Ryan's brickyard, Fredericton, clay of 76

" " description of 76, 82

Sackville, shale deposit at 70
St. John, clay deposit at 76
St. Remi d'Amherst, Que., occurrence of kaolin at 29
St. Stephen, clay deposit at 76
Salmon bay, test of shale from Canadian Coal Corporation 51, 64
Samples of clay and shale, mode of making VIII.

Sand, presence in and effect on clay 11, 23
" effect on air shrinkage 28
" " " porosity of clay 23

Sedimentary clay, characters of 6
" " irregularities in deposits of 6

" origmof 6
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free, definition of W
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Suadard Drain Pipe Worin, New Glaifow, putial amlyte* ot dule. ... 15
Stoiieliaven, tliaie depoeit o( fl3

Stonewtrt clay, matmal for at Flower cove 57
"^ from Flower cove, N.B., chemical anatyiia of 32

" InvemeM, N.S., chemical analyiit of 32
" Middle Mutquodoboit, N.S., chemical aiulytis of.. 32

uwd for 83
propertietof 8|

Strength, lee teniile strength.
"Strong" clay, definition of 34
Subeuncet prewnt in clay, see clay, lubeuncet present in.

Sulphur, pretence in and effect on clay IS, 10, 21
SuMes, clay depoeit near 77
Swamp and lake clayt, chief value of 7

origin and form of 7,8

Temperature of burning, control of 35
Tempering of clays, factors governing 18
Tentde strength, definition of 23" " of clay, diminished by presence of sand 11

' method of determining 37
Terrace clay, tee flood-plain and terrace clay.
Test of clay from Campbellton 80
" " " " Chatham 78

Ffedericton 76
Hartford's brickyard, St. Stephen 7«
Heffer's brickyard near Susti 77

' Lee's brickyard, St. John 75
Ryan's brickyard, St. John 76
St.John.... 78
St. Stephen 76
near Susses 77

Test of shale from Barnes coal mine, Minto 81
' Beersvflle 02

Canadian Coal Corporation, Salmon bay 51, 64
Chatham 67
Chipman 44
aifton 05

' " Dorchester, N.B 42
" " " " Duntinane 00

Fleurant Point, Catpe 46
" Flower cove 54, 50, 57

Frederick brook, near Albert Mines, N.B 42
' " Grand like coal area 48, 53

Harcourt 43
" " " " King Mining Company, Minto 54

Moncton ^ 68,00
Nelson 79
New Brunswick Syndicate, Minto 51, 54, 58

'
' Northfield Coal Company, Minto 54

Plaster Rock T. 44
" " " " Rothwell Coal Co., Minto 51,54,55

Seckville ..70
" " " " Stonehaven 03
" ' Weldon creek, near Albert Mines, N.B 41
" Weltons coal mine, Minto 51, 54

Teat <rf residual clay from Campbellton 73
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tenifle strength iff
physical methoda of E

Texture, effect on colour of burned clay> f2
Titaniura. presence in and effect on clay ji

Unconsolidated cbys of New Brunswick.
Upper Carbonifcfous, shale depoaits of.

.

74
W

Viscosity during burning «,
Vitnfication

«JWater, chemically combined, definition of JJ
" effect on air shrinkage^*"""

'" ""^ '"''' on ciay .::;.::..:
! «

,,
black cormg S?

^^
mechanically combined, definition of ''''''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..

18
„ , ,

" presence in and effcft on ciav is 9a
ur.j l»"«nce in and effect on cUy ^ "'SWe don creek, near Albert Mines. N.B., shale dcDosits oif ii

W "»'"?fJ=^'2^v'^'"'°' "« ol •halefZ...3??'
"

si JA WWestville, N.S.. refractory cUy from
61.64,M

White colour of burned clays, cause of fi
Whjte w«re, clays used for il
"Whitewash," cause of g

Yellow colour of burned clays, cause of. 13
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. 73
. 38
. 39
. 88
. 37

88
38
88
3»
87
36
13
17

74
09

38
24
IB
19
33
21
18

i.23
17
41

1,68
32
12
20
22

CLASSIFIED LIST OF RECXNT REPORTS OF
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

Since 1910, reports issued by the Geological Survey have
been called memoirs and have been numbered Memoir 1, Memoir
2. etc. Owing to delays incidental to the publishing of reports
and their accompanying maps, not all of the reports have been
called memoirs, and the memoirs have not been issued in the
order of their assigned numbers and, therefore, the following
list has been prepared to prevent any misconceptions arising on
this account.
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